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A Great Big Beautiful Tomorrow
As the holidays approach, we find ourselves celebrating with our family and friends in whole new ways. For many of us, those
traditional plans of a Walt Disney World Christmas have been set aside, but we can all take heart in the knowledge that we
can still celebrate together – even it's remotely (thank you Zoom!)
We wanted to bring you lots of Disney holiday magic in this issue, and we hope that we can help you relive some of those
cherished memories of Disney Christmases past. Whether it's strolling down Main Street U.S.A., taking that beloved "monorail
holiday resort tour," or even enjoying the glamour of a Hollywood Holiday over at the Studios, we hope that we can bring at
least a little Christmas cheer, even while we're staying at home this year.
But even though this has been a difficult year, and we still have quite a ways to go, there is much to look forward to in
2021 and beyond. New attractions and experiences are on the way at Walt Disney World (I for one can't wait to experience
Ratatouille for myself!), and now, more than ever, the phrase "there's a great big beautiful tomorrow" fills our hearts with the
hope and promise of better days to come.
At Celebrations, we're getting ready for next year's 50th anniversary celebration, and we're preparing a BIG BIG BIG
announcement to kick off the party in grand style. Being able to bring the magic of Disney to you, our readers, is the most
rewarding part of this whole endeavor, and we have some big surprises in store that we're very excited about! It's a secret for
now, but let's just say it will be a real "page turner!"
For now though, let's all sit back, grab our mugs of hot cocoa and put on those fuzzy Christmas slippers, and join us as we
share some Disney holiday magic!
Happy holidays and a Very Merry Christmas to All!
Tim Foster
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more information.
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school music teacher by day,
freelance writer by night,
and Disney fan 24/7. She has
written for a number of
music publications, and is
thrilled to be able to share
her love of all things Disney.

A certified Disney fanatic
since his first trip to
Disneyland in 1985, Shaun
Jex continues to make
regular pilgrimages to
Disney parks, now in the
company of his wife and two
children. When he isn’t busy
researching Walt’s magical
worlds, he edits the Citizens’
Advocate newspaper in
Coppell, Texas. Follow the
Disney Adventures of Shaun
and Kara Jex on Twitter
@marcelinedepot

Letters

Réjeanne LeBlanc sent us this delightful picture of her tomato
plant with a twist....ah those Hidden Mickeys, you'll find them
anywhere! Thank you Réjeanne!

Contributing photographer John Tamburriello sent us this
AMAZING photo of the Haunted Mansion below, complete with
a very enthusiastic ghostly couple. Great photo John, and we
think you guys will make a ghoulishly delightful addition to the
ballroom!!
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Disney News

Unwrap Holiday Traditions
at Walt Disney World Resort
in 2020
W

reaths are hung, lights are strung and trees are
trimmed with care as holiday celebrations begin
today at three Walt Disney World Resort theme parks, with
Disney Springs, EPCOT and Disney resort hotels joining
the festive fun soon. Through Dec. 30, guests will discover
enchanting décor, special merchandise, delectable treats
and new entertainment experiences all across The Most
Magical Place on Earth that celebrate the spirit of the
season.
This year, Santa Claus is checking his list twice as he makes
his way around Walt Disney World for special appearances:
• At Magic Kingdom Park, he glides down Main Street, U.S.A.,
in his sleigh, led by prancing reindeer.
• He makes the trek to Disney’s Animal Kingdom Theme
Park to spread the joyous spirit of the season from his very
own flotilla as he sails down Discovery River.
•
Led by an entourage of elves and riding in his red
convertible packed with presents, he brings glitz and
glamour to a motorcade down Hollywood Boulevard at
Disney’s Hollywood Studios.
• Beginning later this month, he’ll be joined by Mrs. Claus at
Disney Springs as the merry couple soaks up their last bit
of Florida sunshine before their big night. They’ll cruise
Lake Buena Vista at Disney Springs in colorfully decorated
pontoon boats.
• And starting Nov. 27 at EPCOT, he will take a grand, horsedrawn tour around World Showcase.
Other highlights for the upcoming holiday season at Walt
Disney World include:
Magic Kingdom Park
• Several times daily, your favorite characters will don
their holiday best and celebrate the season in a series of
special cavalcades, complete with Christmastime floats
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and music:
• “Mickey’s Holiday Cavalcade” is a holiday celebration with
Mickey Mouse and his friends.
• “Goofy’s Scrumptious Cavalcade” features Goofy cooking
up some holiday fun from his gingerbread house and
bake shop floats, joined by dancing gingerbread men.
• “A Royal Christmas Processional” heralds the arrival of
Disney princesses on a crystal castle float.
• Main Street, U.S.A., is the place to catch the Holiday
Trolley, delivering festive harmonies from the Dapper
Dans barbershop quartet, while toy soldiers march with
the Main Street Philharmonic as they bring musical
cheer for all to hear.
• Holiday treats include Chip ‘n’ Dale Christmas Churros, a
Pistachio Chai Tea Float and An Orange Bird Christmas –
an orange-scented white chocolate mousse.
• W hen night falls at Magic Kingdom, projection effects
transform Cinderella Castle with a kaleidoscope of
designs, including a whimsical Christmas sweater and a
regal overlay of red, green and gold ornamentation. The
iconic castle provides the perfect colorful background
for guests seeking a magical holiday portrait.
Disney’s Animal Kingdom Theme Park
• “Donald’s Dino Bash” takes its seasonal celebration to the
waters of Discovery River, with Donald Duck and pals
waving to everyone as they pass.
• Chip ‘n’ Dale jingle through the jungle, bringing their own
style of holiday flair to the river on their own flotilla.
•
T he Discovery Island Drummers cruise along,
entertaining guests on the shore with an energetic
holiday beat.
• Beginning Dec. 1, the park will feature special holidaythemed food, such as White-Chocolate Peppermint
Cream Cheese Mousse and a Pumpkin Ice Cream
Sandwich.
Disney’s Hollywood Studios
•
“For the First Time in Forever: A Frozen Sing-Along
Celebration” adds a festive finale featuring Olaf and
celebratory songs of the season.
• Minnie Mouse hosts a yuletide dining experience at

Photo ©Disney
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Hollywood & Vine, inviting some of her best pals –
including Santa Goofy – to join the fun.
•
Festive foodie items include Mickey’s Holiday Cookie,
Holiday Whoopie Pie and Olaf’s Snow Flurry – a yellow
cupcake with vanilla buttercream and snow-flurry sugar.
•
After dark, the Hollywood Tower Hotel on Sunset
Boulevard twinkles with projection effects as it becomes
the Hollywood Holiday Tower Hotel. The icon magically
transforming into a Muppets gingerbread masterpiece,
a Toy Story hotel, a snowy corner of Arendelle and a
Dickensian village inspired by “Mickey’s Christmas Carol.”
Disney Springs
• T he Disney Springs Christmas Tree Stroll presented by
AdventHealth invites guests to gaze with wonder at
elaborately decorated, Disney-trimmed trees as they
explore the shopping, dining and entertainment district.
•
Seasonal treats will be available throughout Disney
Springs, such as Holiday Mickey Mousse at Amorette’s
Patisserie and a Mickey Santa Pinata at The Ganachery.
• Jock Lindsey’s Hangar Bar transforms into Jock Lindsey’s
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Holiday Bar with delightful décor and a limited-time
menu of festive favorites.
• Outdoor DJs play holiday music during the day to get
guests in the spirt of the season.
•
In the evening, stilt-walking toy soldiers, skating
snowflakes and a snowfall add a touch of magic for
holiday shoppers.
Taste of EPCOT International Festival of the Holidays
presented by Advent Health
• Holiday Kitchens located throughout World Showcase
will offer tasty treats of the season, such as Duck Confit
and Dumplings at Festival Favorites or the Gingerbread
Milkshake from the Holiday Hearth.
•
Characters dressed in their holiday best will travel
around World Showcase, including Queen Anna and Elsa
in the “Frozen Holiday Promenade” and Mickey Mouse,
Minnie Mouse and Goofy making merry on the “Mickey
and Friends Holiday World Tour.”
• Special music will fill the air throughout the park:
• Inside World Showplace at EPCOT, JOYFUL! will take

guests on a magical journey of holiday music.
•
Also inside World Showplace, an EPCOT pianist will
perform holiday music from around the world.
• Voices of Liberty will use their harmonies to share songs
of the season at America Gardens Theatre.
• Also at America Gardens Theatre, Mariachi Cobre will
bring to life Las Posadas, a celebration of Mexican
holiday customs through music and dance.
•A
 t the Canada pavilion, the JAMMitors will grace the Mill
Stage with playful percussion full of merriment.
• T he Holiday Cookie Stroll will offer a complimentary
cookie as reward for completing the confectionery
collection – a delicious array of sweet treats from half a
dozen locations across the park.
• “Olaf’s Holiday Tradition Expedition” scavenger hunt will
invite children of all ages to join a festive adventure
around World Showcase, where they will round up
holiday traditions the lovable snowman has misplaced.
Disney Resort Hotels
• Disney resort hotels will deck their halls with festive
Photos ©Disney

flourishes for the holidays.
• The magic of the season will greet guests as soon as they
arrive, with front entrances dressed in their holiday finest.
• Christmas trees will light up every lobby.
• All suite resort rooms will have their own Christmas
trees.
• Gingerbread treats will be available at select resorts,
along with other sweet treats of the season.
• Disney Parks Holiday Merchandise Makes for a Magical
Gift from Walt Disney World Resort, Disneyland Resort
or shopDisney.com
Guests can bring the Disney Parks magic of the season
home with them with new holiday-themed merchandise
available throughout Walt Disney World Resort, as well
as the Downtown Disney District and Buena Vista Street
(opening Nov. 19) at Disneyland Resort in California and
online at shopDisney.com. From apparel to accessories to
homeware and more, these very merry collections feature
the latest Minnie Mouse ear headbands, spirit jerseys for
adults and children, plush, mini-backpacks by Loungefly,
cloth face coverings and more.
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Historic Transformation
of Epcot Continues
W

alt Disney once said EPCOT “would always be in a
state of becoming” – it is a place that changes with
the times. Over the next several years, the Walt Disney
World Resort theme park will live up to that promise in a
whole new way as it continues the biggest transformation
of any Disney park in history, bringing the next generation
of immersive storytelling to life through a plethora of new
attractions and experiences.
EPCOT will be unified with four neighborhoods that each
speak to important aspects of the world and its people:
World Showcase, World Celebration, World Nature and World
Discovery. These neighborhoods will be filled with new
experiences rooted in authenticity and innovation that take
guests to new destinations, where the real is made fantastic
in a celebration of curiosity, discovery and the magic of
possibility.
World Showcase
World Showcase will continue to be a celebration of
culture, cuisine, architecture and traditions – infused with
new magic.
The France pavilion will feature the much-anticipated
attraction Remy’s Ratatouille Adventure, where guests will
shrink to the size of Chef Remy and race through Gusteau’s
restaurant on a wild adventure. Joining this family-friendly
experience in the France pavilion will be a delicious new
restaurant, La Crêperie de Paris, offering both table- and
quick-service options and a menu from celebrity chef Jérôme
Bocuse. (opposite: new marquee installation)
Also in the France pavilion, the classic “Impressions de
France” film is now joined by the new “Beauty and the Beast
Sing-Along,” directed by Don Hahn, producer of both the
animated and live-action versions of this tale as old as time.
“Harmonious” (opposite, bottom) will be one of the largest
nighttime spectaculars ever created for a Disney park. It will
celebrate the way Disney music inspires people the world over,
carrying them away harmoniously on a stream of familiar
songs reinterpreted by a culturally diverse group of artists
from around the globe. “Harmonious” will feature massive
floating set pieces, custom-built LED panels, choreographed
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moving fountains, lights, pyrotechnics, lasers and more.
“Canada Far and Wide in Circle-Vision 360” is now playing in
the Canada pavilion with new scenes, a new musical score by
Canadian composer Andrew Lockington and new narration
by award-winning actors Catherine O’Hara and Eugene Levy.
Regal Eagle Smokehouse: Craft Drafts & Barbecue, the new
fast-casual restaurant at The American Adventure pavilion,
serves classic American backyard barbecue and home-style
craft brews. The restaurant takes its name from Sam Eagle;
the beloved Muppet hosts a centennial cook-off – a salute to
all cook-offs … but mostly barbecue.
World Celebration
World Celebration will offer new experiences that connect
guests to one another and the world around them.
The EPCOT entrance plaza is transforming, welcoming
guests with new pathways and sweeping green spaces that
beautify the entryway. Bridging the past, present and future
of EPCOT will be a new fountain at the base of Spaceship
Earth featuring three majestic new pylons.
As guests pass Spaceship Earth, they will discover a
breathtaking new view of World Showcase from Dreamers
Point. World Celebration will also feature a new statue
honoring the legacy of the original dreamer, Walt Disney, plus
beautiful natural environments and global design elements
filled with Disney magic and surprises, including a story
fountain celebrating the power and music of iconic Disney
storytelling.
Surrounding this enchanted garden will be new retail and
dining locations, along with a newly reimagined festival area
that will be home to ever-changing events in a unique new
environment.
World Nature
World Nature will be dedicated to understanding and
preserving the beauty, awe and balance of the natural world.
It will include The Land and The Seas with Nemo & Friends
pavilions.
Journey of Water, Inspired by Moana will be the first Disney
Parks experience inspired by the hit Walt Disney Animation
Studios film. This lush exploration trail will invite guests to
meet and play with magical, living water. Just like Moana’s
friend the ocean, water will have a personality of its own,
helping guests learn how to protect the natural water cycle
in a fun and engaging way.
The Land pavilion’s new film, “Awesome Planet,” showcases
Photos ©Disney

the beauty, diversity and dynamic story of Earth. The
10-minute show features in-theater effects and an original
musical score from Academy Award-winning® composer
Steven Price.
World Discovery
In World Discovery, stories about science, technology and
intergalactic adventure come to life.
Guardians of the Galaxy: Cosmic Rewind (above right) will
be the first “other-world” showcase pavilion at EPCOT. The
adventure starts in the Galaxarium, a planetarium-like
exhibition that explores the similarities and mysteries of the
formation of Earth’s galaxy and Xandar. Guests will be invited
to learn about the treasures Xandar has to share – until the
moment when the Guardians arrive, and adventures across
the cosmos ensue. The attraction will feature a new innovation
from Walt Disney Imagineering – a storytelling coaster that
rotates 360 degrees to focus guests on the action, including the
first reverse launch on a Disney coaster.

In an expansion of the Mission: SPACE pavilion, the new
restaurant Space 220 will be a culinary experience offering
the celestial panorama of a space station, including daytime
and nighttime views of Earth from 220 miles up. Guests will
board a space elevator for a journey to the Centauri Space
Station, home to an incredible dining experience. Along the
way, viewports will give guests real-time perspective as they
travel high above the planet. Once they arrive, guests will
enjoy fantastic meals and drinks while taking in views that
are truly out of this world. Space 220 will be operated by the
Patina Restaurant Group.
Guests can visualize these exciting plans for EPCOT at Walt
Disney Imagineering presents the EPCOT Experience in the
Odyssey Events Pavilion. Here they discover engaging and
interactive exhibits that showcase the relentless innovation,
energy and excitement driving the park’s future throughout
this unprecedented period of transformation. More
information on other previously announced experiences
coming to EPCOT will be provided at a later date.
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The Swan Reserve,
the New Tower at Walt
Disney World Swan and
Dolphin, Is Announced
T

he Walt Disney World Swan and Dolphin Resort recently
announced the newest addition to the resort, the Swan
Reserve, with features and amenities catering to meetings
and groups.
The project broke ground in 2018 and is scheduled to be
completed in 2021. The new structure will be located next to
the Swan Resort on the current site of the tennis courts.
The tower will be 14 stories tall and include:
• Guest rooms – 349 guest rooms including 151 suites featuring
separate working and private spaces, built-in AV system,
large conference table and other features designed to create
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the perfect collaboration space
• Outdoor space – Landscaped 16,800-square-foot elevated
deck with a fire pit and pool
• Restaurant – 90-seat restaurant and a 50-seat lounge
• Meeting and rooftop space – Over 22,000 square feet of
meeting space, including two ballrooms, 12 meeting rooms
and a rooftop reception space.
• Other amenities – Health club, business center, grab-and-go
market, upscale craft cocktail lobby bar, Disney benefits
The expansion follows a $150 million transformation of
the resort’s guest rooms, lobby areas and all meeting space.
Once completed, the resort will offer more than 2,600 total
guestrooms and 350,000 square feet of meeting space.
Additionally, the glamorous top-floor event space (shown
above) with floor-to-ceiling windows provides an experience
like no other. Boasting breathtaking views of two incredible
Walt Disney World theme parks, Epcot and Disney’s Hollywood
Studios, the space is ideal for weddings and gala events.
“This is another significant phase for the Walt Disney
World Swan and Dolphin Resort,” said Sean Verney, the
resort’s general manager. “We’re excited about the resort’s
continued evolution and the new experience it will provide
for our guests.”

BIG NEWS: Endangered
White Rhino Born
at Disney’s Animal
Kingdom Theme Park
D

isney’s Animal Kingdom Theme Park recently
welcomed a baby white rhinoceros to the family,
boosting efforts to save the magnificent and endangered
species.
After a 16-month pregnancy, the male calf was born to
mom Kendi, who was the first rhino born at Disney’s Animal
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Kingdom back in 1999. This birth marks the 11th white rhino
calf born at Walt Disney World Resort.
Calf and mother are doing well under the keepers’
watchful eyes. While rhinos are gregarious by nature; for
now, the calf is resting, nursing and bonding with his mom.
The yet-to-be-named rhino is expected to join the “crash” –
the term for a group of rhinos – on the theme park’s savanna
in the coming weeks. Guests aboard the park’s Kilimanjaro
Safaris attraction will then have a chance to see the calf in
its habitat.
Kendi was paired with dad Dugan through one of the
Species Survival Plans overseen by the Association of Zoos
and Aquariums to ensure the responsible breeding of
endangered species.
The animal care team is also caring for two other rhinos
expected to give birth in 2021. This is especially significant, as
white rhinos – the world’s second largest land animal – are an
endangered species with a near-threatened status.
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W

elcome to MouseViews, a special section of
Celebrations Magazine where you’ll get an insider’s
peek at the Walt Disney World Resort. In every issue we’ll
bring you a treasure trove of tips, secrets, magical moments,
special insights, little known facts and a whole lot more!
Whether it’s a different look at a familiar attraction, a
hidden secret waiting to be discovered, or a helpful piece of
advice for your upcoming trip, you’re sure to find lots of
fun-filled information inside.
So put on your Mickey ears, set your imagination free, and
get ready to discover all of those things that make Walt
Disney World the most magical place on Earth.
Ready? Then here we go...!
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Reconnecting With Your Inner Child
at Walt Disney World
W
by Tim Foster

Tim Foster is the creator of
Celebrations magazine and
the author of the Guide to
the Magic book series, which
includes the Guide to the Magic
for Kids and the Deluxe Guide to
the Magic Autograph & Sticker
Book. Tim is also the creator of
the www.celebrationspress.com
website.
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alt Disney once said, “The real trouble with the world is that too many people
grow up. They forget. They don’t remember what it was like to be twelve
years old. Disneyland has that thing – the imagination and the feeling of happy
excitement I knew when I was a kid.”
One of the greatest joys we can experience at Walt Disney World is in reconnecting
with that little child inside of us. That child who looked out upon the world, wideeyed and filled with dreams. Anything was possible, and we imagined being
astronauts, superheroes, adventurers, and explorers. Of course, as we get older,
we sometimes lose that sense of childlike innocence. We start to temper our
outlook on life with the limits of the everyday world. Worst of all, we might even
end up thinking that dreams are silly, and that letting your imagination soar isn’t
something that responsible adults do.
But therein lies the greatest life lesson of all…to never stop dreaming. To never
stop trying new things, and to never stop using your imagination. That’s one of the
great things about Walt Disney World; it gives us the opportunity to rediscover that
little child that lives inside of us. The real world is a distant memory; this is a place
where we can journey to galaxies far far away, explore the far corners of the globe,
and yes, even become a pirate or a princess. That’s the true magic of Disney, the magic
of rediscovering our innocence, and remembering how much fun it was to dream.
Who can ever forget their first glimpse of Cinderella Castle, or the first time they
ever saw the glistening sphere of Spaceship Earth? How about the thrill of that first
flight on Flight of Passage, or the first time you walked through the queue of Star
Tours, finding yourself in the world of Star Wars that you remembered from when
you were a kid? For me, these special moments always take back to my childhood,
and to the memories I have from the first time I ever visited Walt Disney World.
These were the moments of wonderment that I felt as I first gazed upon things that
I didn’t think could ever exist.
Best of all, we can relive these experiences today, especially when they come with
a new twist, such as seeing Cinderella Castle decked out in thousands of sparkling
Dream Lights during Christmas. I still get great joy in watching the faces of my
friends and family as they round the corner from Town Square to Main Street U.S.A.
and get that first glimpse of the dazzling castle. I can see the astonishment and
amazement in their eyes, and it always takes me back to the first time I ever saw
it. And the best part is that we get to relive that experience over and over again
as new attractions and lands arrive at Walt Disney World. For example, I will never
forget the first time I walked through Batuu as I visited Galaxy’s Edge for the first
time…and better yet the giddiness I felt as I walked through the corridors of the
Millennium Falcon. This was a dream that I’ve carried with me since I was 12 years
old; that of being able to experience that iconic jump to hyperspace for myself. I will
also forever treasure the first time I visited Pandora at night, when I was utterly
mesmerized by the sheer beauty and wonderment of this bioluminescent world
brought to life before my eyes.
Photo © Disney

With many new attractions on the way, we have so
many new moments to look forward to, and the most
exciting part is the anticipation of being brought back to
our childhood when new worlds opened up for us. It seems
only fitting that one of these new attractions centers
around Ratatouille, for one of my favorite scenes in that
movie is when Anton Ego is instantly transported back
to his childhood, when everything was innocent and the
pressures of his modern-day life melted away.
Speaking of attractions, there are plenty of attractions
that never fail to bring out the little child inside of me, even
though I’ve visited them dozens and dozens of times. For
example, “it’s a small world” never fails to bring a smile to my
face, just like the smile I had when I was little and experienced
Walt Disney’s vision of the world living in harmony for the
first time. I also remember visiting the Haunted Mansion,
and the memories of the times when I would listen to my
Haunted Mansion LP record, play my Haunted Mansion
board game, and dream of the time when I could go back
and spend some time with my favorite happy haunts.
I’m sure we all have those kinds of attractions; those
attractions that are particularly special for us because they
were the ones that we experienced on our first visit when
we were young. No matter how old we are today, visiting
these attractions again conjures up memories from that
first visit, and allows us the opportunity to relive the thrill
of being transported to an entirely new world. Perhaps it’s
a classic attraction like Pirates of the Caribbean, or a newer
experience like Journey of the Little Mermaid. Sometimes
our first attractions were those that were geared towards

children, yet revisiting them is still a delightful trip down
memory lane (even though some of our friends and family
may scoff and think of it as just a “kiddie ride”).
This phenomenon actually opens up another possibility;
that of visiting an attraction that you might normally
overlook because you think it’s just for children. But more
often than not, you’ll find that these attractions have all the
wonder and charm of the classic attractions you and I love.
And who knows, it just might become a new favorite!
I had that experience with Enchanted Tales With Belle,
which I admittedly passed by when it first opened, thinking
it was just a show for little ones. But one day, on a whim,
I decided to visit Maurice’s cottage…and I was absolutely
spellbound! I was (pardon the pun) enchanted by all of
the incredible things I saw – everything from the magical
mirror to the breathtaking Animatronic of Lumiere. But the
moments that brought a tear to my eye were those when
I got to see the children of the audience interact with Belle
as they performed a special show just for her. The wonder
in their eyes, and in their parents’ eyes, is a sight I will never
forget, and I admit that I shed quite a few tears as I joined in
on the festivities!
So the next time you visit Walt Disney World, pick out
an attraction or show that you might normally pass by,
thinking it’s not for you, and open up your imagination. You
just might discover a new favorite attraction – an attraction
that brings you back to those wonderful childhood years
when you could dream anything, and when you knew in
your heart that anything was possible. For that is what Walt
Disney World is all about; making dreams come true.
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Magical Disney Moments Videos
A

s part of the new Digital Celebrations, we’ll be bringing you our Celebrations
Magical Moments videos, where we’ll take you on a fun-filled tour of your
favorite attractions! Along the way, we’ll discover some little-known facts, trivia,
hidden secrets, and best of all let you relive the best moments from your favorite
attractions.
Join us as we take a magical tour of Splash Mountain, The Jungle Cruise, Pirates of
the Caribbean, and Journey Into Imagination! We'll also check out some new Hidden
Mickey discoveries thanks to the Hidden Mickey Guy himself, Steve Barrett!
So settle in, grab some of that pixie dust, and join us as we set off on a tour of
some of your favorite Walt Disney World attractions!

by Tim Foster

Tim Foster is the creator of
Celebrations magazine and
the author of the Guide to
the Magic book series, which
includes the Guide to the Magic
for Kids and the Deluxe Guide to
the Magic Autograph & Sticker
Book. Tim is also the creator of
the www.celebrationspress.com
website.
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Click on any video below to relive your
favorite Magical Disney Moments!

Check out some of Steve Barrett's latest
Hidden Mickey discoveries!
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Hidden Mickeys at
Disney’s Animal Kingdom
W

hile immersed in the wondrous images and attractions in Disney’s Animal
Kingdom, don’t overlook the unique Hidden Mickeys that live here! I highlight
some of them in this article.

by Steve Barrett

Steve Barrett is the author of the
Hidden Mickeys Guide Book Series
(Walt Disney World, Disneyland, and
the Disney Cruise Ships) available in
book stores, on Amazon, and on Kindle
and other downloadable formats.
The WDW and Disneyland Hidden
Mickeys Guide books are also offered
as iPhone and Android apps. Steve
and his wife Vickie (hiddenmickeygal)
are the webmasters of http://www.
HiddenMickeyGuy.com and are on
Twitter @hiddenmickeyguy and
Facebook as Hidden Mickey Guy.
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1. I nside the theater for Finding Nemo - The Musical, three bubbles touch to form a
classic Mickey at the lower left of the stage.
2. On the right side of the inside queue for DINOSAUR, study the far left side of a
mural for a Hidden Mickey made of round, light brown spots on the trunk of a
tree, next to the lower branch.
3. In the gift shop at the exit of Expedition Everest, brown chests sit on an upper
shelf of a merchandise cabinet at the right side of the shop’s right exit door (as
you exit the ride). Circles along the front and sides of the lower chest create
several classic Mickeys. One is at the middle bottom of the left front. It’s tilted to
the left.
4. N
 ear the end of the entrance queue of Kilimanjaro Safaris, just before you reach
the loading dock, a monitor above you shows a continuous video loop. Look for
the resting orange-and-white leopard with black spots. Three spots on white fur
form a classic Mickey on the left side (your right) of the leopard’s neck.
5. I n elephant country, about halfway through the Kilimanjaro Safaris ride, the
island in the flamingo pond is shaped like a classic Hidden Mickey. It’s to the left
of your ride vehicle. Often, the head and ears are darker than the outer sand of
the island.
6. Toward the end of the Na’vi River Journey boat ride, study the cloak on the
chanting Audio-Animatronic ’Shaman of Song’ on your right. A classic Mickeyshaped hole is in the lower part of the cloak hanging from the Shaman’s left arm
(to your right of the Shaman’s chest, between the hand and chest). Look for black
holes in the reddish fabric that form a classic Hidden Mickey tilted to the left.
The image appears a couple of times as the Shaman lifts and moves the left arm.
7. Along the main entrance to Pandora - The World of Avatar, check out an image on
one of the rock seating areas. Find a rock seat on the right side of the walkway (as
you enter), just past a split in the walkway and not far past the interactive tree
that stands near the bridge at the main entrance. Three small holes in the top of
the short rock seat make a classic Mickey.
8. Walk away from Pongu Pongu refreshment stand in Pandora and locate a small
seating area by a lightpost. On the cement walkway by the lightpost are rust
circles left by barrels that have been moved. Three of these circles come together
as a classic Mickey. First, spot the smaller “ears” and then the larger “head” under
them. One side of the “head” has a ragged appearance.
9. Inside the main entrance of Conservation Station at Rafiki’s Planet Watch and
near the upper right border of the screen (on the wall facing you as you enter the
building), a dark classic Mickey marking is at the top of a green lizard’s ear, above
a deer.
10.At Rafiki’s Planet Watch, look up high in the rafters inside the Wildlife Express
Train Station for classic Mickeys where the beams intersect.
Photos ©Steve Barrett
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A Photographic Holiday Tour of
Walt Disney World
C

hristmas at Walt Disney World is one of my favorite times of year, not just because
of the merriment and festivities, but also because it's a photographer's dream.
From the festive decorations in the parks and resorts to the dazzling nighttime
displays, I can think of no better way to celebrate the spirit of the season than by
sharing some of my favorite Disney holiday photos with you. So grab your cameras
and join me as we set off on a Holiday Picture Tour of Walt Disney World!

by Mike Billick

Mike Billick is a graphic designer
and photographer with a passion
and love for Disney. He was very
fortunate to have two great parents
who took him and his brother, every
year, to Walt Disney World as kids
and with that, grew what he’d like to
call an obsession for all things Disney.
As Mike describes, “Every corner
you turn in this magical place is a
memory of something special. To me,
the feeling is like no other, which is
why I enjoy sharing my love of Disney
photography with others so they can
relive all their “happy place” memories
as well.”
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What’s On the Horizon for 2021?
A
By Michael Renfrow

Michael is the Owner and
Head Conciear at CONCIEARS,
your magical vacation concierge.
He leads a team of travel experts
from all over the country who are
ready to combine their experience,
knowledge and creativity to tailor
a Disney vacation specifically for
your family. Contact CONCIEARS for
your next vacation to any of Disney’s
magical destinations around the
planet and prepare yourself for
a level of service you won’t get
anywhere else. Call 1-856-687-3277
or him directly at mrenfrow@
conciears.com to kick off your next
adventure!
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s we get ready to celebrate the holidays, we can’t help but look ahead to next year
and beyond…and to all of the excitement that’s on the horizon at Walt Disney
World. This year has certainly been a challenging one; one that’s seen many changes to
the parks and resorts. But as we head into 2021, we can all look forward to the future,
and the promise of what’s to come. We could all use some good news for a change,
so let’s be optimistic and build some excitement for our future Disney vacations.
With that in mind, I offer up the “One, Two, Three!” of what we can look forward to at
Walt Disney World in 2021. Just remember what Walt himself said, “Never get bored or
cynical. Yesterday is a thing of the past.”
One: A New Resort and Restaurant
Time to get excited about one of the most highly anticipated resort openings in
recent memory, the Star Wars: Galactic Starcruiser resort experience. This 2-night,
all-immersive adventure will be the crown jewel in Disney’s Star Wars universe
park expansion. Located behind Hollywood Studios, you and your family will board
The Halcyon starcruiser by checking in at the terminal building, and “blast off” for
a rendezvous with the ship aboard your launch pods. Your stateroom onboard
the vessel will include window views of deep space, where you just might catch
a glimpse of passing ships and other galactic sightings. There will be plenty for
the Star Wars fans in your family to enjoy – everything from lightsaber training
to various missions around the ship. And of course, the trip wouldn’t be complete
without excursions down to a local planet you may have heard of, Batuu.
Switching to dining, but keeping our theme of space, we are excited to see the
long-anticipated arrival of Space 220 at Epcot, scheduled for 2021. The name “220”
comes from the fact that the space station you will be dining on is precisely 220 miles
above the Earth (well, according to the back story anyway!). Just like the Galactic
Starcruiser resort, getting to Space 220 is going to be half the fun. After boarding the
“space elevator” to the station, your family will have an aerial view of Epcot, Florida,
and the Earth itself as you ascend toward the stars. Once at the station, you’ll enjoy
a menu filled with delicious modern American cuisine, more than 1,000 bottles of
wine from around the world, and an extensive selection of craft beers. While dining,
you can enjoy breathtaking vistas of Earth and the distant stars through the large
windows, providing you with glorious daytime and nighttime views. Space 220 is
sure to be the hottest new restaurant on Disney property for 2021.
Two: New Spectacular Shows
There are many new shows on the way at Walt Disney World, but there are two
very special ones that make the top of our list. Harmonious is slated to debut in
May of 2020, and is the largest nighttime spectacular that Disney has ever created.
Built around Disney music and images, the show will feature a diverse collection
of musicians and artists from cultures around the world. The transformative
experience is designed to showcase the power to unite us all through Disney music
and the magic of possibility. Combining lights, water, lasers, projection, and of

course, fireworks, Harmonious is destined to become a Guest
favorite, continuing the tradition of breathtaking nightly
shows at Epcot.
In Drawn to Life, your family will be able to “journey into
a world where an animator’s desk becomes the stage and
drawings come alive.” The show is a celebration of life,
presented in a way that can only be showcased by the
talented and mesmerizing acrobatic mastery of the Cirque
du Soleil team. The show's story centers around a little girl,
Julie (who was raised by an animator) as she ventures into
the beautiful world of animation.
Three: New Attractions
We’ll finish off our list with the always popular topic of
new attractions, and 2021 will bring us plenty of excitement
in that regard.
Remy’s Ratatouille Adventure will be aptly located in
the France pavilion of Epcot. It will shrink your family
down to the size of a rat so you can join Chef Remy for a
culinary adventure. The ride vehicle, an adorable little rat,
will help you scurry across Gusteau’s kitchen floor utilizing
a trackless system similar in functionality to the one used
in Star Wars: Rise of Resistance. This 4D experience stars
various characters from the movie and will feature the
sights, sounds, and yes, even the smells of the restaurant.
Additionally, special water and heat effects will add a whole
new dimension to what already promises to be a magical
experience. No matter how you slice it, this attraction is
sure to be a delicious addition to your vacation that the
Photo ©Disney

entire family will enjoy.
Also in Epcot, Guardians of the Galaxy: Cosmic Rewind
will be one of the longest enclosed coasters in the world,
featuring a new ride system that will be able to rotate
your vehicle 360 degrees. As is common with all Disney
attractions, it will feature a unique storyline. Through the
implementation of the OmniCoaster ride system, vehicles
will be able to rotate and focus on different parts of the
story, creating a fully immersive experience you will not
want to miss.
Lastly, let’s move to Magic Kingdom and shift our focus
to the TRON Lightcycle Run. The sister version of this ride
is the highest-rated attraction at Shanghai Disneyland,
and it was announced back in 2017 that it would make its
debut in the Magic Kingdom as part of the 50th Anniversary
celebration. Located in an entirely new space next to
the classic favorite Space Mountain, it will not take up
any existing Magic Kingdom real estate. The motorcyclestyle ride system will zip you around as you try and help
the blue team make it through eight energy gates before
your opponents. When you combine the stationary launch
system (similar to the one used on Rock ‘n’ Roller Coaster at
Disney’s Hollywood Studios) with projections, mirrors, and
lighting that is out of this world, especially at night, there’s
no doubt why Disney decided to bring this show-stopping
ride to the Magic Kingdom.
And there you go: One, Two, and Three reasons to be
extremely excited about Walt Disney World in 2021. Be
confident! It is going to be a great year!
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Glen Keane
T

by Jamie Hecker

Jamie Hecker has been a lifelong
fan of Disney, and is passing on his
love to his sons. He and his family
visit Orlando annually and always
look forward to their next trip.
When not in Orlando, he resides
in northern Virginia with his
beautiful wife Suzanne, two boys
and four cats.
You can read more about his
“hidden Disney” musings at
myhiddendisney.blogspot.com/
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he Disney animation renaissance that began in the late 1980s ushered in an era
where new classic characters were brought to life and Disney animation was
elevated to new heights. Ariel, Beast, Tarzan, Aladdin, and Rapunzel were all a part
of this new pantheon, and they all have one thing in common: they were the work
of master animator Glen Keane. These are his most renowned animated creations,
and they still resonate today with Disney fans worldwide.
Glen Keane was born April 13, 1954 in Philadelphia but spent his formative years
in Paradise Valley, Arizona. His father was Bil Keane, creator of the long running
comic-strip Family Circus. Young Glen found that sketch pads and pencils were items
of abundance in the Keane household, and he naturally was drawn to express his
own self as an animator. As a young adult, Keane enrolled at the California Institute
of the Arts, focusing on its Film Graphics program. Upon graduation, his portfolio
was strong enough to land him a job at Walt Disney Animation in September 1974. A
handful of the veteran animators from the classic Walt era were still working at the
studio. Three of Walt’s “Nine Old Men” that Keane worked with are Eric Larson, Frank
Thomas, and Ollie Johnston.
Keane was a quick study and worked closely with Johnston on the character
Penny from 1977’s The Rescuers. His next major project was animating Elliott the
dragon in Pete’s Dragon. Keane played an instrumental role in Disney’s next major
animated release, The Fox and the Hound, bringing to life the characters Tod and
Vixey. He also worked on 1983’s Mickey’s Christmas Carol, animating Willie the Giant.
Keane, gifted with the pencil and tablet, also kept his eyes open to changing and
new technologies. He bonded with fellow like-minded animator John Lasseter,
and together in 1983 they produced a thirty second demonstration reel of the
capabilities of computer-aided animation. The subject they chose was the children’s
classic story, Where the Wild Things Are. As much as Keane and Lasseter were ready
to embrace new technology, Disney wasn’t. Lasseter left and eventually became a
founding member of Pixar Animation Studios and returned to Disney years later.
Keane also left Disney to work as a freelance artist.
His departure wasn’t long, and he returned in time to bring Ariel to life in 1989’s
stunning box office hit, The Little Mermaid. He and his team followed this motto:
draw what’s real, not what’s pretty. Keane recalled that when there was a choice for
a character to look pretty or real, he always goes with real. This brings a character
further to life, by expressing a range of emotions, not all of which are glamorous.
Keane understood that Ariel is a real teenage girl who experiences moments of
frustration and anger.
Next, he helped form the complex character of the Beast, from the smashing
success Beauty and the Beast. Aladdin and Pocahontas were Keane’s next classic
characters to be brought to life on the silver screen.
Keane attributes his success as an animator to his core principal of making
animation personal. He observed, “There is a need in me to do something personal.
There has to be. This is what I constantly challenge young animators to do. I’ll say
this is your moment on Earth to be an artist. This is your moment. So find something
real personal and put yourself into it. Don’t put yourself in past Disney films. Make
it personal and real. This is exactly how I’ve approached everything I’ve done here

and the only reason I’ve been able to stay at Disney all these
years.”
In 1995, Keane relocated himself to Paris for a personal
sabbatical, but Disney work still followed. The next animated
feature on the docket was Tarzan, and Keane found a unique
inspiration for the title character. While biking through Paris,
he was struck by one statue in particular, that of a muscular
man riding astride a lion. The definition on the bronze statue
struck Keane as the perfect example of what he wanted
his Tarzan to look like. Keane sketched out how he wanted
Tarzan to appear and utilized the skills of an anatomy
expert at a nearby Parisian university to identify the proper
muscular groups. Keane had a strong bond with his new
character: “Tarzan . . . felt like something I was born to do” he
reflected. The film was released in 1999. Disney’s animation
renaissance was waning, but Keane’s skills weren’t.
Keane had the clout and skill to take on his passion
project: bringing the fairy tale of
Rapunzel to life. For a decade, Keane
worked on Tangled, an update on
the classic story of the fair maiden
stuck in a tower, with her lengthy
silken hair serving as her calling
card. Keane embraced the new
technologies of animation, utilizing
the CGI tools that Pixar had forged.
Tangled wasn’t Disney Animation’s
first CGI release, but it was one of the
best of the early releases in this new
medium. Keane served as Executive
Producer, Animation Supervisor, and
Directing Animator for the character
of Rapunzel.
Keane boiled down his animation tips to seven principals
for animation. “One: make a positive statement. Don’t be
ambiguous with your approach. Thumbnail until you
have that clear approach and conviction. Be bold and
decisive. Two: animate from the heart. Feel your drawings.
Let your acting be an extension of how you believe the
character feels. Put yourself in the place of the character
you’re animating – associate. Three: make expressions and
attitudes real and living. Four: draw as if you were sculpting.
Five: animate the forces. Six: visualize and feel the dialogue.
And finally, number seven: embrace simplicity.”
Keane left Disney in 2012 to pursue new artistic goals
and opportunities. He joined the Google project Spotlight
Stories which was using cutting-edge Virtual Reality (VR)

technologies to push the boundaries of animation.
Keane’s most notable recent accomplishment was his
collaboration with NBA All-Star Kobe Bryant. After retiring
from the Los Angeles Lakers, Bryant penned a love letter
to his sport, simply titled “Dear Basketball.” Bryant wanted
to visually recreate his love of basketball and shopped
his story around the animation industry. In Keane, he
found an artist who understood the story he wanted to
tell. Keane recalled, “For me, Dear Basketball was the most
difficult animation I have ever done by far. I realized, as I
was animating it, this couldn’t be a cartoon version of Kobe.
It had to be Kobe’s real face. As I was trying to reduce that
down into simple lines to draw, I realized, ‘Wow, I have to
describe his face in lighting. It’s truly a sculptural drawing
here.’ I was animating moments of him and something
was wrong with the drawing. I was looking back at some
footage of him at rest…and his face was glistening with
sweat. I’m like, ‘Oh man, he’s playing,
he’s working hard. He’s got to be
sweating.’ This little unspoken thing,
if it’s not there, it looks like he just got
out of his car and walked up to play.
How do you animate sweat coming
down somebody’s face? As I’m doing
this I’m thinking, ‘I’m insane. Why
would anybody do this?’ There’s
got to be a way. But I found a way
of showing sweat by putting a soft
layer of graphite on a separate sheet
over my drawing. We would reverse
that, so black became white, just a
soft glistening. If you look at people’s
sweat, when it drops down, it leaves
a little dark trail on the skin. Then, where the little bead of
sweat is, there’s a highlight. So, I took my eraser and hit this
little highlight.” With a John Williams score for this shortsubject animation, Dear Basketball took home the Oscar in
the category Best Animated Short Film.
Over his long animation career, Keane took home many
coveted awards in addition to his Oscar. He was honored
in 1992 with the Annie Award for Outstanding Individual
Achievement in the Field of Animation for his work on
Beauty and the Beast. In 2007 he received the prestigious
Winsor McCay Award for Lifetime Contribution to the Field
of Animation. And most appropriately, Glen Keane was
named a Disney Legend in 2013 for his thirty plus years of
animating for The Walt Disney Company.
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Paddlefish at Disney Springs
I

By Erik Johnson

Erik is the Communications
Conciear with CONCIEARS, your
magical vacation concierge. When
he is not in his mountain fortress
in Colorado, you can find him in
Orlando or Anaheim, enjoying
an amazing meal and running
a race to burn off said meal.
Contact CONCIEARS for your next
vacation to any of Disney’s magical
destinations around the planet
and prepare yourself for a level of
service you won’t get anywhere else.
Call 1-856-687-3277 or email
service@conciears.com to kick off
your next adventure!
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f you have ever been to Disney Springs, Downtown Disney, or the Buena Vista
Shopping Center, you are familiar with it. Larger even than the Liberty Belle in the
Magic Kingdom, the giant paddleboat has commanded a prominent location from
the earliest days of this non-park destination. The Empress Lily, as it was called in its
earliest days, was a place for fine dining outside the bustle of the Magic Kingdom. It
remains so today as the high-end restaurant, Paddlefish.
The most striking aspect of this restaurant has always been its outward
appearance. Though it is not a functioning riverboat, the restaurant was built to
look like one. It rests over the edge of the walkway with a robust bridge leading the
way into the front doors. Take a moment on your way inside and get a few good
pictures of the exterior. The faux-boat is not intended to look like a period piece, but
instead evokes that feeling despite being painted in simple, modern hues.
Inside the front door, you find the same elegant decor. Hostesses wait to confirm
your reservation behind a simple stand with a classy sign behind them. If you take
a moment to look around, you will see dining spaces on all sides. Each commands
a delightful view of the water outside. Modern lighting provides the perfect
ambiance around wooden tables that look as though they were reclaimed from the
deck of a ship.
You will also find a steep staircase and an elevator leading upstairs. On the second
level, the deep blues and browns continue, and the seating looks out over the Disney
shopping below. If you’re lucky, you can even catch the occasional bursts of flame
from the Rainforest Cafe’s volcano across the bay. If your family is even luckier, you
can sit atop the roof of this steamer and get an even better view! Time it right and you
can’t miss those evening Florida storms and watch the sun set as you enjoy your meal.
But that’s just the beginning…there’s plenty more to see other than calming
colors and majestic views. Your meal promises to be a delectable experience for
all of your senses. Executive Chef Steven Richard has an impressive pedigree in the
restaurant industry…and beyond. Paddlefish prides itself on a fresh and diverse
array of choices from the sea and on land.
Start your culinary experience off right with some shareables. Standard seafood
is elevated here. A crab cake is anything but plain when paired with a savory
remoulade sauce and fried green tomatoes. Calamari comes with much more than
a marinara! Guests can enjoy this treat with an array of peppers from Japan and
Africa. As tempting as it might be, try not to fill up on lobster corn dogs!
One of the highlights here is the fresh crab from Canada and Alaska. King Crab
is flown in daily from the west coast and snow crab from the east coast. Try some
cod stuffed with shrimp and scallop corn bread, or salmon paired with stir fried
vegetables and wasabi mashed potatoes. Catfish arrives with a savory edamame
and bacon succotash and mustard on the side. You can have shrimp fried or served
over linguine and asparagus. If that crab cake is lingering on your tongue, try the
“BLT” with crab, bacon, and cheddar on a cibatta bun.
There is nothing stopping you from enjoying some of the fruits of the land either!
The steak-lover in your group can choose between a 16-oz ribeye or an 8-oz filet,
each served with asparagus and potatoes. Chicken breast is served over the same
bacon succotash from above with a Carolina-style barbecue sauce. Vegetarians can

choose from a sandwich of mozzarella and tomatoes on
ciabatta or a vegetable-packed linguine.
The lunch menu currently lists most of the same items.
There is a little more focus on soups, salads, and sandwiches.
Try some hearty clam chowder if the weather is not too hot,
or a cool wedge salad if it is. Sticking with the seafood theme,
a catfish sandwich sounds simple but satisfying with a rich
remoulade sauce on a brioche bun. Fish tacos with cabbage
slaw and papaya-mango salsa blend the savory, sweet, and
spicy. Saving some room? Get a soup and salad combo or try
half a chicken caesar wrap!
Paddlefish is certainly kid-friendly, with some elevated
options that your younger family members are sure to
enjoy. Kids will love a humble hamburger, a chicken breast,
or even some pasta with veggies, chicken, or shrimp. How
many childrens’ menus list filet mignon and snow crab?
Paddlefish chefs refuse to skimp out! Skewers of steak
with potatoes and green beans are a great option for your
hungry ones. Fresh snow crab comes with corn on the cob
and potatoes. Fried shrimp with cocktail sauce or the fresh
Photo ©Erik Johnson

catch of the day provide a bounty from the sea that even
adults would enjoy.
The restaurant is fully equipped with an extensive bar
menu. Paddlefish stocks an excellent selection of wines
from Germany, Italy, Spain, Australia, and the West Coast.
The bar boasts plenty of draft beers, from domestic to craft
to imports. Their pride is evident in their cocktail list. Rum,
gin, and tequila options are sure to satisfy, but the main
event is whisky. Paddlefish has myriad of options to please
your palette, including their own Private Label bottles of
Knob Creek bourbon.
If your family is in the mood for a sophisticated setting in
Disney Springs, Paddlefish is a great destination. You can’t go
wrong with a great view of the shopping and dining district
set in such an iconic building! The meals are on the pricier
side, and reservations are highly recommended. Plan ahead!
Paddlefish accepts Disney dining plans, assuming that Disney
makes them available during your trip. If you would like to
set a reservation for your family, visit the Walt Disney World
website or use your My Disney Experience app.
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Hidden Indiana Jones Tributes in
Disney’s Hollywood Studios
D
By Chris Smith

Christopher E. Smith is a
corporate attorney, author and
Disney historian living with
his wife and four children in
historic Mooresville, AL. Chris is
fascinated by the history of Disney
and has written multiple books
on historical Disney subjects.
You can follow him on twitter
@csmithdisney and visit his website,
chrissmithbooks.com for more
information.
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isney’s Hollywood Studios is perhaps the “hottest” park in Walt Disney world
today. As we all know, the landscape of Disney’s Hollywood Studios, not to
mention Walt Disney World as a whole, completely changed between 2010 and
2020. The thematic focus of the park moved from celebrating the “Golden Era” of
Hollywood to serving as the home of blockbuster cinematic franchises. A number
of attractions in the Studios have closed in recent years to make room for two
entirely new lands: Toy Story Land and Star Wars: Galaxy’s Edge. These new lands
include extremely popular attractions such as Slinky Dog Dash, Alien Swirling
Saucers, Star Wars: Smugglers Run, and Star Wars: Rise of the Resistance. Because of
the popularity of these new lands, many Guests may overlook another movie icon
that’s been present in the Studios for many years: Indiana Jones! The adventurous
archaeologist can be found in Disney’s Hollywood Studios in the form of The Indiana
Jones Epic Stunt Spectacular! show. But besides the show itself, other hidden
tributes to the adventurous archaeologist can be found in the Echo Lake area of
the park…assuming you know where to look!
The Indiana Jones Adventure Outpost is a gift shop located next to the Indiana
Jones Stunt Spectacular! theater. The shop, while small, is extremely well themed,
and puts you in the heart of a supply outpost located in some far-off middleeastern land where Indy and his pal Short-Round could be exploring ancient ruins.
The outside of the shop is filled with details such as ladders, barrels, and old crates
lining the sidewalks.
Inside the Outpost, you’ll find items that you would expect to see in a middleeastern bazaar, with old lamps, suitcases, baskets, and crates of all shapes and sizes
lining the floors and walls. Some of my favorite props in the Outpost are the vintage
cans of corn, carrots, and sauerkraut found on top of one of the storage cabinets. I
guess it beats Snake Surprise, Eye Ball Soup, and Chilled Monkey Brains! (If you don’t
get that reference, then go watch Indiana Jones and the Temple of Doom right now!)
The fun finds certainly are not limited to the inside of the Adventure Outpost.
In fact, some of the coolest props anywhere on Walt Disney World property can be
found just outside Indy’s shop. First up is a replica World War I era Mark VII Tank
located immediately between the Adventure Outpost and the exit to the Indiana
Jones Stunt Spectacular! Rumor has it that this is one of the actual tanks used in
the filming of Indiana Jones and the Last Crusade. I especially like the massive artillery
shell sitting on top of the tank. Be sure to look for the extremely large wrenches
and tools that can be found in this area, which are presumably tools used to work
on the tank.
An old abandoned transport truck sits near the tank, loaded down with barrels,
ropes, and other supplies. Surrounding the tank and the transport truck is an
array of old weathered trunks and ammunition cases. Several barrels are labeled
as “Deestilliertes Wasser,” which is German for “Distilled Water.” Vintage bolt-action
rifles are also scattered amongst the other supplies.
Another great hidden detail is an abandoned well that is located on the walkway
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between the Indiana Jones Epic Stunt Spectacular! theater
and the Outpost shop. Three weathered wooden posts
form an apex from which a rope drops down into the well.
Hammers, shovels, and other tools surround the well. A
sign warns curious visitors, “do not pull” in reference to
the rope. The “not” on the sign has been marked out. But
come on, what would Indy do? Be sure to pull the rope to
get an irritated response from an archaeologist (perhaps a
colleague of Indiana Jones) at the bottom of the well.
A snack stand near the 50s Prime Time Café continues the
Indiana Jones fun. A sign posted in this area reads:
WARNING
ARCHAEOLOGICAL DIG IN PROCESS
NO TRESPASSING
Dig Site #2
Awaiting Grid Crew

Several trunks stored in this area are addressed as
follows:
PROF. H. JONES
MARSHALL COLLEGE
CONN. U.S.A.
The trademark hat of Indiana Jones sits on a wooden
table, as well as a few large bones from the archaeological
dig activities...and even a few skulls! Indy appears to have
been very busy with his work in Echo Lake.
This is certainly not a definitive list of Indiana Jones
references in Disney’s Hollywood Studios, but hopefully
it sparks your imagination to go on a quest for more Indy
treasures. So the next time you head to Disney’s Hollywood
Studios on a quest to explore Star Wars: Galaxy’s Edge and
Toy Story Land, be sure to take a few minutes to dig up a few
Indiana Jones hidden secrets.
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How Disneyland Says “Happy Holidays”
D
By J Darling

J Darling is a California native and
life long Disney fan. Her parents first
took her to Disneyland when she was
2 years old. According to them, her
eyes just popped out of her head, and
apparently they never went back in.
Outside of her Disney fandom,
J is a singer, songwriter, blogger, and
theatrical actress.
You can find her music at
www.jdarlingmusic.com
and on Myspace at
www.jdarlingmusicmyspace.com. Her
blogs are available at
www.jjourneybook.blogspot.com.
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aydreams of Walt Disney World’s Magic Kingdom on Christmas Eve conjure
up visions of twinkling magical lights while Disney-style snow falls on Main
Street U.S.A. There’s no doubt that the bustling theme park has even more magic
than it does the rest of the year. It also probably also conjures up visions of a packed
park with little room to move. We’ll call it magical mayhem. The same can be said
for the same holiday time at Disneyland Park, however there are some especially
magical moments that make a trip to Disneyland very special a unique, and often
less crowded experience. In this article, I’ll discuss what makes Disneyland a very
magical holiday destination worth the trip.
Favorite Holiday Memory Makers in Disneyland Park
Main Street U.S.A. After Dark
Disneyland’s Main Street U.S.A. glimmers with a warm inviting glow once the sun
goes down year round. Add in wreaths, garland strung from rooftop to rooftop,
and a 60-foot tall Christmas tree to the smell of vanilla being pumped out of the
Candy Shop, and it’s a recipe for holiday magic. Unlike the Magic Kingdom in Walt
Disney World, the Disneyland Christmas Parade happens for every Guest during the
Holiday season – no hard ticket required. Disneyland offers nearly all of its holiday
offerings to all Guests with park admission. Bookended by the Christmas tree at
one end, and Sleeping Beauty’s Winter Castle on the other end, it’s hard to go wrong
with a walk through the lights.
“it’s a small world” Holiday
“it’s a small world” has been a staple attraction in Disneyland since opening day.
Unlike the attraction by the same name in the Magic Kingdom, the Anaheim version
has an exterior portion that’s completely open to the elements. Guest can ride
through it on the Disneyland Railroad as part of the trip around the park. (Toontown
station is the closest station to “it’s a small world.”) Even for Guests who may not
have this attraction on their “not to be missed” list, the façade itself is magical and
worth a glance. All year round, the Glockenspiel (that’s the clock tower face) ticks
away the time, and every fifteen minutes, the base of the great clock opens and dolls
from around the world parade around the clock tower. It has the homespun feeling
of a family heirloom cuckoo clock. But come wintertime, the eye-catching exterior
glimmers with thousands of twinkling lights. The smiling clock gets a Santa hat,
and the unforgettable musical score gets a bit of an overhaul. The dolls still sing
the classic refrain, but other familiar tunes are added to the soundtrack; they also
sing ‘Deck the Halls” and “Jingle Bells.” Hanging out by the façade after dark has its
own reward as well. Much like Cinderella Castle in the Magic Kingdom, “it’s a small
world” becomes the backdrop for projected animation clips from many Disney
holiday cartoons. It’s a good place to watch the fireworks from – and it’s topped off
by snowfall once it finishes!
Hand Pulled Candy Canes
Avid readers of Celebrations Magazine will know about this somewhat secret
holiday offering at Disneyland Park and Disney California Adventure Park. For over

fifty years, Disneyland has offered these
candy canes for a limited time – and in
highly limited quantities. Many frequent
park Guests miss this offering all together.
Those in the know line up early in the day
to get a wrist band and the opportunity
to buy a single candy cane before they sell
out. In 2019, the Candy Palace in Disneyland
Park (on Main Street U.S.A.) sold the Candy
Canes for eleven days, as did Trolley Treats
in Disney California Adventure Park. Every
day the limited quantity sold out. Each
candy cane measures about 18 inches
long and cost about $14. Although, at the
time of this article, Buena Vista Street in
Disney California Adventure is open for
shopping and take out dining, the hand pulled candy canes
won’t be making a return in 2020 , but it’s definitely worth
considering for the 2021 holiday season! (Don't worry though,
Trolley Treats has plenty of other holiday snacks, like the ones
shown here!)
Haunted Mansion Holiday
Every year since 2004, Disneyland’s Haunted Mansion in
New Orleans Square has undergone a big transformation.
The usual friendly frights in the Haunted Mansion remain,
but Jack Skellington from The Nightmare Before Christmas
takes over the Mansion with his unique blend of Halloween
and Christmas. Guests passing by the Mansion can enjoy
the mischievous mash-up of spooky autumn décor and
Christmas holiday delights. For example, as a centerpiece
in the queue, Guests pass by a pumpkin headed scarecrow
wearing a Santa hat and draped in Christmas lights. On
the roof of the Haunted Mansion is a sleigh made of a
trash can and a coffin. An oversized list of names blows
in the Southern Californian breeze as it dangles from the
parked (or crashed?) sleigh. Carols are sung throughout
the attraction with slightly spooky lyrics and voices. But
perhaps the most unique addition is a new gingerbread
creation on the banquet table in the Haunted Mansion. Each
year the original creation brings the scents of cinnamon
and vanilla to the Haunted Mansion’s ballroom. It’s also an
entirely unique attraction overlay to Disneyland Park, and
often worth the trip itself.
Sometimes, Magic Happens When You Least Expect it.
Talk to any Disneyland fan about going to Disneyland
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Resort during the holidays, and you’re bound to hear
stories of all sorts of magic. Sometimes, a little pixie dust
is sprinkled in the form of a special experience granted by
a Cast Member. Sometimes, other Guests even get in on the
action. One Disneyland Guest tells her story –
“Last December we had planned a girls’ night to celebrate
several events: a birthday, Christmas, and celebrating friendship.
We made reservations at Napa Rose inside the Grand Californian.
We did not know exactly what to expect but had a blast wearing
our fancy Disney dresses and festive ears while enjoying stories
and catching up with each other. We progressed from drinks in
the lounge to bread and appetizers, then to our main course. As
we completed our main course, we were expecting a dessert menu,
but instead our waiter informed us that our dinner had been
covered by a patron who wished to be anonymous. He had enjoyed
watching us enjoy ourselves so thoroughly he wanted to spread
some Disney magic. We were overwhelmed and truly touched by
this kind gesture. Dessert was served and we each were given a
different dessert to experience. It was truly magical.”
Other Guests make up cards or leave larger tips than
necessary to make some magic for Disney Cast Members
working to make vacations amazing over the holidays.
Then there are people like me. As a Disneyland Guest, I
would often attend the fireworks and the parades for every
change of season. But for the holidays, I would be sure to go
to Main Street, get a sweet treat, park myself on a bench
and watch the fireworks. The Disney snow that falls after
the final boom of fireworks always sends my heart soaring
along with the soundtrack. Disneyland during the holidays
feels like a cozy, warm trip home.
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Walt Disney believed in imagination and innovation. It was at
the heart of everything he did and everything he championed. It
is the essence of Walt Disney World and Disney films. If there’s
a single song lyric that captures the essence of Walt Disney, it’s
definitely the lyrics to “There’s A Great Big Beautiful Tomorrow,”
the theme heard throughout Walt Disney’s Carousel of Progress:
There's a great big beautiful tomorrow
Shinin' at the end of ev'ry day
There's a great big beautiful tomorrow
And tomorrow's just a dream away
Man has a dream and that's the start
He follows his dream with mind and heart
And when it becomes a reality
It's a dream come true for you and me
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f you’ve ever heard the song, then you’re undoubtedly
humming or singing it now. I can say with near
certainty that it will be stuck in your head for at least
the remainder of the day. You’re welcome. The Sherman
Brothers (who also wrote music for Mary Poppins, The
Jungle Book, “it’s a small world,” The Enchanted Tiki Room,
and more) certainly knew how to write a catchy tune.
Located in Tomorrowland at the Magic Kingdom,
the attraction is a “must-do” for any true Disney fan.
Fortunately, that’s usually easy to do because there’s
hardly ever a line, and frequently you can just walk right
in. As an added bonus, in addition to being a brilliant
attraction, it’s also a nice opportunity to get off your feet
for about twenty minutes and enjoy the air conditioning!
A lot has been written about the creation of Walt
Disney’s Carousel of Progress and the important role
it played in Disney history. (In fact, you can read more
about the origins of the Carousel of Progress in issue #32
of Celebrations!) As originally conceived, the attraction
was going to be called Harnessing the Light, hosted by
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a character named Wilbur K. Watt, and it would been at
the heart of a land called Edison Square in Disneyland.
Instead, the show was renamed Carousel of Progress
and debuted at the 1964 World’s Fair in New York as part
of Progressland. It became part of Disneyland in 1967
and part of Walt Disney World in 1975. That’s the end of
the history lesson for now, so for the rest of our time
together, why don’t we take a little ride on the carousel
to see what we can see!
The show takes place in a rotating theater which
can seat up to 240 Guests. Rather than having the sets
change, the seating area moves, rotating the audience
to the subsequent scenes. And instead of a live cast, the
attraction features a cast made up entirely of Audio
Animatronic figures. This allows for continuous shows
all day long, and as a result, Disney’s Carousel of Progress
has become the longest running stage show in America.
It follows the lives of a typical American family through
the twentieth century, highlighting the changes in
technology and how they have altered daily life.
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Valentine’s Day
The show begins on Valentine’s Day near the beginning
of the 20th century. How do we know it’s Valentine’s Day?
Because John, the father of the family and our host, tells us
that the chirping of the robins outside the window is how
the little birds are gearing up to celebrate. John is sitting in
a rocking chair with his faithful dog Rover sitting nearby.
Pay close attention in the coming acts…you’ll notice that
Rover never changes his spot! He’s always sitting in the
exact same place. According to Disney Imagineer Bob Gurr,
that decision came directly from Walt Disney.
The voice of John was originally provided by Rex Allen.
However, since the attraction’s most recent incarnation,
he is now voiced by Jean Shepherd, who also provided
the opening narration for the show. A writer and radio
personality, Shepherd is perhaps best known as the author
of the stories that were transformed into the holiday classic
A Christmas Story, which he also narrates. And now you know
why you always get into that holiday spirit whenever you
visit the Carousel of Progress! Between that and his role
in the Carousel of Progress, I think it’s safe to assume his
place in Americana is secure. Don’t feel too bad for Rex Allen
though, he hasn’t left the attraction completely. We’ll hear
from him later as the voice of Grandfather.
John tells us about some of the wonders of the new
century, waxing poetic about buildings that reach as high as
20 stories, moving pictures, and the nearly 8,000 automobiles
now on the roads. The trip from New York to California only
takes seven days, and he even relates stories of a pair of
brothers working on some sort of flying contraption. On the
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home front, he tells us about gas lamps and cast-iron stoves.
As he speaks, the doors on the cast iron stove open, as does
the door to the new ice box that can hold 50 pounds of ice. We
also get to see a working pump in the kitchen which saves
the family from laborious trips to the well.
Next we meet Sarah, the mother of the family. She’s busy
ironing as she chats with John about the work a gentleman
named Thomas Edison is doing to create electric light. Can you
imagine? Then the scene shifts to the other side of the stage
where James, the son, is using his father’s stereoscope. He’s
busy watching Little Egypt, the belly dancer who performed at
the St. Louis World’s Fair. As John relates the wonders of a “new
talking machine,” we catch a glimpse of Grandmother listening
to the radio. Take a close look at grandmother. Does she looks
familiar? Hauntingly familiar perhaps? That’s because the
Animatronic figure was duplicated for the Haunted Mansion,
and you can see her sitting in the ballroom in her rocking chair.
In this scene, we also get a look at one of the family’s other
pets: a parrot! The sassy bird bemoans the perils of progress.
It seems the constant playing of the radio is not to his liking.
A quick change on the other side of the stage moves us from
James’s room to his sister Patricia’s. She’s getting ready to go
out on one of those horseless trolleys, but she can’t be out
any later than 9 o’clock.
Before we move on, we thought we’d share an odd aspect
about this first scene. In it, you’ll notice three children:
Jimmy, Patricia, and another unnamed child who appears
with Sarah as she is ironing. That seems to be the only scene
the child appears in, with the family consisting of only two
children for the rest of the attraction.
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Fourth of July
In the next scene, we’ve jumped forward into the 1920s. It’s
the Fourth of July and John tells us about a few of the latest
developments: Lindbergh’s attempt to cross the Atlantic by
plane, Babe Ruth’s mighty bat, and the release of Al Jolson’s
The Jazz Singer (the first talkie). The train trip from New York
to Los Angeles now only takes three days! Electric lights
hang from the ceiling, and we get a glimpse at how Edison’s
inventions have further revolutionized the American
home. The refrigerator and oven swing open, revealing
their interior. Unfortunately, all that activity blows a fuse,
plunging John (and the audience) briefly into darkness.
When the lights come back on, we see Sarah hard at
work sewing costumes for the town’s Fourth of July
Parade. John and Sarah will be attending the festivities
as George and Martha Washington. Jimmy, dressed as a
colonial, announces that he’ll be choosing the music for the
evening’s celebration. Grandfather sits nearby listening and
we learn that the new radio set can bring them news from
as far away as Pittsburgh. It’s amazing! Not to mention the
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wonders of indoor plumbing. We learn about that nifty new
invention just after seeing Patricia dressed up as the Statue
of Liberty.
Before we leave, we get a glimpse of Uncle Orville in the
bathtub (while wearing an Uncle Sam style hat). He’s making
use of a new-fangled contraption he calls “air cooling.”
Listen closely when Uncle Orville complains about his lack
of privacy. The voice for the old curmudgeon was provided
by Mel Blanc, the same man who voiced Bugs Bunny, Daffy
Duck, and Tweety Bird. Even though Blanc was one of the
greatest voice actors of all time, his appearance in the
Carousel of Progress was one of the few times he worked
with Disney! His only other Disney role of note was in 1940’s
Pinocchio, in which Blanc provided the voice of Gideon the
Cat. At least that was the plan. However, it was eventually
decided that Gideon would be mute, so all of Blanc's dialogue
was discarded…well almost all. One hiccup was left in, and
that hiccup makes up the entirety of Blanc’s Disney voiceover career (save for his reprisal of some of his Warner
Brothers characters in 1988’s Who Framed Roger Rabbit).
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Halloween
Fast forward a few decades, and we now find the family
in the middle of the “Fabulous Forties.” Along with a new
and improved refrigerator, John touts the glories of his
new automatic dishwasher which pops open as he speaks.
He also mentions a new bit of slang about the modern age.
Mankind has been flung into “the rat race.” The development
of the highway system has led John and many like him to
commute into the city for work. However, when technology
takes it also gives. The family is now blessed with the
benefits of television. Perhaps a bit quixotically, John hopes
for the day when the invention will be used to teach people
Latin and other languages.
As he discusses the television, we see Grandmother
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and Grandfather watching a boxing match, though
Grandfather seems to have fallen asleep. With the coast
clear, Grandmother proclaims, “Give him a left you big lug!”
On the other side of the stage, we see Jim working on a jacko'-lantern and claiming that Patty’s face is serving as his
inspiration. For her part, Patty is using an old 1920’s exercise
machine as she prepares for a Halloween party later that
evening. John also explains how America has been swept up
in the “Do-It-Yourself Craze,” which leads us to watching as
Sarah attempts to wallpaper the new “rumpus room” the
family is building downstairs. John’s contribution to the
DIY movement is an automatic paint mixer crafted from
Sarah’s food mixer. In true sitcom fashion, his invention
doesn’t work.
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Christmas
The final act takes us to Christmas in the modern era
(or at least the modern era as it was once imagined). A
Christmas tree stands in the corner near a large wreath.
Garland decorates the walls. Look closely and you’ll find
a few extra special decorations around the house; several
Hidden Mickeys scattered throughout the room. The
most obvious is a Mickey Mouse plush sitting beneath the
Christmas tree. Nearby, a classic Mickey silhouette appears
in green on a bit of wrapping paper, and a Mickey nutcracker
sits on the fireplace mantel. In the kitchen, you can spot
a Mickey Mouse peppermill, and there’s a painting in the
dining room featuring an abstract Mickey in his Sorcerer’s
Apprentice finest.
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Grandpa and a grown-up Patty sit near the Christmas
tree while Grandma and Jim are wearing VR headsets. Sarah
sits at a computer and John is busy working on Christmas
dinner in the kitchen. The game that Grandma and Jim are
playing is called “Cyber Command” and as the scene begins,
we learn that the “resident flying ace” has a high score of 300
points. The game appears on a large flat screen television
as Grandma begins to play. Sarah informs us that she’s just
finished programming the voice activation system for all of
their household appliances. She demonstrates how it works
by asking the system to turn the tree lights 30% brighter.
As Grandma continues to play, Grandpa and Patty
joke about John’s failures in the kitchen. It seems he
has a terrible habit of burning the Christmas turkey. As
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the family celebrates Grandma’s new score (550 points),
John shouts out, “Five fifty!” accidentally reprogramming
the temperature on the oven. Of course, no one notices
anything. I’m sure it’ll be fine.
The scene is charming as it celebrates technology like
car phones and laser discs, a quaint look back at technology
that seemed revolutionary at the time. A new high score
(975 points) leads John to accidentally reprogram the oven
again, which promptly begins spewing clouds of smoke. All
is not lost however. The family will simply have a traditional
Christmas pizza.
Before we depart, Jim consoles his father by saying,
“Don’t worry dad. Someday, everything is going to be so
automated you won’t ever have to cook another Christmas

turkey again.” With that, we travel to the unloading area, a
room that very much resembles the entrance.
No matter how many times you visit the Carousel of
Progress, it never loses its charm. Its wide-eyed optimism
and belief that we can build a better tomorrow never fails
to inspire, and the sitcom-like antics of the family always
make you laugh. And best of all, it leaves us wondering
about what we might create next. What does our great big
beautiful tomorrow hold in store for us?
As Walt Disney himself once said, "Around here, however,
we don’t look backwards for very long. We keep moving
forward, opening up new doors and doing new things,
because we're curious … and curiosity keeps leading us
down new paths."
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By Lori Elias
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ll for one and one for all”: those words have resounded
across film and television screens for almost a century.
Could Alexandre Dumas have possibly foreseen that his
beloved 1844 swashbuckling novel would be brought to
life dozens of times – virtually at least once per decade –
beginning in 1903 and stretching into the 21st century?
The Three Musketeers is one of those tales that never fails to
bring to audiences to the theater. And why not? The romantic
image of brave, sword-wielding heroes, risking all for their
country and their companions, is a story which anyone can
enjoy. Disney has taken this on twice, as a live-action (1993)
film and through animation (direct-to-video, 2004).
The 1993 film was directed by Stephen Herek, with a
screenplay by David Loughery and score by Michael Kamen.
Though the story takes place in France, it was filmed
primarily in Perchtoldsdorf, Austria, about a half-hour’s
drive from Vienna (though of course it would have taken
much longer in a periodappropriate horse and
carriage!).
As can be expected,
the screen adaptation
of Dumas’s novel took
some liberties with the
story, but on the whole,
the live-action rendering
stayed relatively close
to the original book,
but with some Disneyfied comedy thrown
in. Young audiences in
particular
delighted
in
seeing
so-called
“Brat Packers” Kiefer
Sutherland as the stoic
Athos, struggling with
demons from his past,
and Charlie Sheen as Aramis, the trio’s moral compass,
alongside Oliver Platt’s swaggering Porthos and the dashing
Chris O’Donnell as arrogant hanger-on D’Artagnan.
While Kiefer Sutherland’s 24 fame was several years down
the road, he was already well-known to film-goers for films
such as Stand by Me (1986), and The Lost Boys (1987).
Likewise, Sutherland’s Young Guns co-star Charlie Sheen’s
success in television was yet to come, via Spin City, Two and
a Half Men and Anger Management. At the time of The Three
Artwork ©Disney

Musketeers’ release, however, fans were accustomed to
seeing Sheen in roles ranging from dramas such as Red Dawn
(1984) to comedies including Ferris Bueller’s Day Off (1986).
The Three Musketeers also allowed Sutherland to reunite
with Flatliners co-star Oliver Platt, who was not as well
known, as until then he only had smaller roles in films such
as Working Girl (1988) and Benny and Joon (1993). Film fans
were enthralled by his portrayal of “Porthos the Pirate,” who
claimed that a sash ruined by D’Artagnan “was a gift to (him)
by the Queen of America,” and his axe “from the Tsarina of
Tokyo.” He would go on to play Paul Bunyan in Disney’s liveaction Tall Tale in 1995, as well as voicing Everburn in Sofia
the First.
Chris O’Donnell’s star was on the rise when he was tapped
to play D’Artagnan, having been featured in Fried Green
Tomatoes (1991), then moving on to starring roles a year later
in School Ties and Scent of a Woman, holding his own opposite
the likes of Al Pacino
and Philip Seymour
Hoffman.
The charming but
dastardly
Cardinal
Richelieu was played by
Tim Curry, best known
– both then and today
– for playing Dr. Frank-NFurter in The Rocky Horror
Picture Show (1975) and
Wadsworth in Clue (1985).
His rich baritone proved
to be a valued commodity
in animation, and he has
gone on to contribute to
a number of animated
series, including several
Disney productions such
as Darkwing Duck and
Star Wars: The Clone Wars. His associate, Rochefort, was played
by Michael Wincott, who had recently portrayed a similar
character, Guy of Gisborne, alongside Alan Rickman’s Sheriff
of Nottingham in Robin Hood: Prince of Thieves (1991).
Rounding out the cast was Rebecca DeMornay (The
Hand that Rocks the Cradle) as Milady; Hugh O’Conor (My Left
Foot, Chocolat) as King Louis, Gabrielle Anwar (The Tudors)
as Queen Anne, and Julie Delpy (Avengers: Age of Ultron) as
Constance.
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The Fab...Three
While Athos, Porthos, Aramis and D’Artagnan are very
much the focus of the live-action film, only a quick glimpse
of their autographs on Mickey’s hat appear in the animated
movie. This version was written by Evan Spiliotopoulos,
David M. Evans and Robin Kingsland, and directed by
Donovan Cook, with music by Bruce Broughton. (While
Broughton is primarily known for his film and television
scores, his work is also familiar to Walt Disney World Guests,
as he penned the soundtracks to the former Ellen’s Energy
Adventure, It’s Tough to Be a Bug, Spaceship Earth, and
Soarin’ Around the World.)
Instead of following the adventures of the famous French
quartet of heroes, this film chronicles Mickey, Donald and
Goofy, who are toiling as janitors for the villainous Pete.
They dream of becoming musketeers, and are gullibly
tricked into believing that Pete has made that happen
when he asks them to guard the princess Minnie and her
lady-in-waiting Daisy, while in reality Pete is scheming to
kidnap Minnie and take the throne for himself. At first it
appears that Pete might actually succeed with his wretched
plot…but who are we kidding? This is Disney! The lads band
together to take down the usurpers, Minnie and Daisy are
dazzled by Mickey and Donald’s bravery, and a happy ending
is enjoyed by all! (And even Goofy finds love with Clarabelle,
set to the tune of a classic French opera!)
Supplementing Bruce Broughton’s triumphant score
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are songs with original lyrics set to well-known pieces of
classical music. The turtle troubadour is eager to share his
song of the musketeer motto, “All for One and All for One.” The
melody is that of the famous can-can (with the official title
of Galop Infernal) from the ballet Orpheus in the Underworld
by French composer Jacques Offenbach. (Incidentally,
more of Offenbach’s music can be heard in Epcot’s film
Impressions de France, with his Gaité Parisienne serving as
the soundtrack to the bicycling and car-racing scenes, while
the “infernal galop” itself is part of the music loop playing
throughout the France Pavilion.)
Incidentally, though a musical galop is an energetic
dance, the movie employs a subtle nod to the original title
of the work, as the turtle is overcome by galloping horses
while he sings.
And while it’s not classical music, these songs are certainly
classics: when Pete imprisons Mickey, he quotes Jimmie
Dodd’s “Mickey Mouse March,” as well as Sir Elton John and
Sir Tim Rice’s “I Just Can’t Wait to be King” from 1994’s The Lion
King.
As they have done so often, Wayne Allwine, Tony Anselmo,
and Bill Farmer reprised their roles as Mickey, Donald, and
Goofy/Pluto, respectively, along with Russi Taylor as Minnie,
Tress MacNeille as Daisy and April Winchell as Clarabelle.
Prolific voice actors Rob Paulsen (Mickey Mouse Clubhouse,
Jake and the Neverland Pirates, Mickey and the Roadster Racers…
among many, many others) and Jim Cummings (The

Lion King, Aladdin, The Princess and the Frog, Winnie the Pooh,
Christopher Robin…among many, many others) played the
Troubadour and Pete, respectively.
While these two versions of the classic story are
quite different from one another, both are enormously
entertaining with something for everyone: plenty of action,
a bit of romance, beautiful soundtracks, and a lot of laughs
to be enjoyed. And above all, in both tales there is the
importance of friendship, no matter how big or how small
the goal may be. All for one and one for all!
Fun Facts:
• In the live-action film, Charlie Sheen (Aramis) uses his
sword noticeably less than his cohorts. This may be due to
the fact that while Kiefer Sutherland (Athos), Oliver Platt
(Porthos) and Chris O’Donnell (D’Artagnan) were engaging
in six weeks of fencing training, Sheen was previously
committed to filming Hot Shots! Part Deux, and was unable
to join them.
• In an interesting parallel, Musketeers’ composer Michael
Kamen also scored Robin Hood: Prince of Thieves; both films
starred Michael Wincott as the right-hand man of the
film’s villain.
• W hile on the subject of Michael Kamen and Robin Hood:
Kamen co-wrote “(Everything I Do) I Do It for You” with
Robert John Lange and Canadian pop singer Bryan Adams,
who performed the song for the end credits of that film.
Artwork ©Disney

The trio also collaborated on “All for Love” for The Three
Musketeers, which Adams recorded with Sting and Rod
Stewart.
• As mentioned, Chris O’Donnell co-starred in Scent of a
Woman, in which Al Pacino famously dances a sensuous
tango with a young woman in a restaurant. That dance
partner was played by none other than Gabrielle Anwar,
who would portray Queen Anne in The Three Musketeers.
• Both Kiefer Sutherland and Charlie Sheen are secondgeneration actors: Kiefer’s father is Donald Sutherland,
most recently of The Hunger Games franchise, and Charlie
is the son of The West Wing’s Martin Sheen (as well as the
brother of The Mighty Ducks’ Emilio Estevez).
• Look closely at the scenery as Mickey, Goofy and Donald
are toiling away at their janitorial jobs: there is a Hidden
Mickey in the archway, and the pipes Donald is “repairing”
(well…sort of…) have abstractly duck-shaped fixtures!
(And of course, Minnie’s “he loves me” flower ends up in the
shape of a not-so-hidden Mickey, and a brief Mickey can be
seen in the bubbles as the prison on Mont St. Michel fills
with water.
• As Pete marches the new musketeers and Pluto down the
hall, he recites, “Hup, two, trois, quatre.” For the monolingual,
trois and quatre are French for “three” and “four.”
• T he end credits are shown in the style of a comic book.
This is a reference to the troubadour reading a comic book
version of the story at the very beginning of the film.
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It’s That Very
Special Time:
Once Upon a
Christmastime
By Rachel Comande
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lose your eyes and picture for a moment that you are
sitting in the heart of the Magic Kingdom on Main
Street, U.S.A. Night has fallen and there is a slight chill in
the air, perhaps requiring a sweatshirt that wasn’t needed
during the sunny day. If you listen, you can hear beloved
Christmas songs and even a clacking sound that can only
be associated with Toy Soldiers or horses. And, are those the
voices of some cherished Disney friends sprinkled in among
the jingle bells? A flake of magical Florida snow might even
land upon your hand. These magical holiday moments are
just a few of the enchanting Christmas treats that Guests
experience when watching the Once Upon a Christmastime
Parade as it makes its way through the Magic Kingdom
during Mickey’s Very Merry Christmas Party. While the
holidays are certainly the most magical time of the year,
for anyone celebrating at the Most Magical Place on Earth,
Christmas just got that much merrier.
Since we will have to celebrate Christmas at Walt Disney
World a little differently this year, we might as well take a
look at the magic of Christmas parties past (à la Scrooge). So,
sit back and enjoy this journey back into the long-ago past
of 2019 and pretend that the Once Upon a Christmastime
Parade is beginning its holiday procession once again.
A parade as magical as this one can only logically start
with the appearance of some of our favorite Disney friends,
including the likes of Daisy, Donald, Pluto, Wendy, Peter
Pan, Pinocchio, Geppetto, Alice, and the Mad Hatter. As the
characters frolic down the street, they bring with them a
certain calm and serene air. Their holiday outfits, even if
only in the form of long sleeves and a cozy scarf, put you
immediately into the Christmas spirit. And for the first
time in 2019, this section of the parade saw the arrival of
Judy Hopps, Nick Wilde, Mary Poppins, and Bert.
Following their friends, Mickey and Minnie make their
appearance on a gorgeous float. Decked out with presents,
a towering Christmas tree, and a bright, glimmering star,
this float can be seen from halfway down Main Street, U.S.A.
As you watch Mickey and Minnie charmingly interact with
the crowd, dressed to the Christmas nines, you are also
left gaping at the beauty of the Christmas tree and this
magnificent float, unsure where to pay attention because
it is all just so stunning.
As you wave your goodbyes to Mickey and Minnie, you are
greeted with a chill, but that’s okay. After all, the cold never
bothered you anyway. The sounds of a horse clip-clopping
down the street signals the arrival of Elsa and Anna in a
horse-drawn carriage. Their loving, sisterly chatter can
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be heard above the Christmas melodies accompanying
each section of the parade. Before Elsa and Anna have
clip-clopped too far into the distance, a team of skiers (on
rollerblades) rush toward you with ski poles in hand and a
lot of talent. (I would like to give major props to those skiers
because skating over the tracks and grooves in the center of
Main Street, U.S.A.’s street cannot be easy.) Behind the skillful
skiers is Olaf in all of his lovable glory. As he waves to Guests
from his classic and cozy cottage, you want nothing more
than to run up and give him a warm hug. But a wave will
have to suffice because it is not long before you are gifted
with the sight of the Arendelle ice men. They carry their ice
picks down the street, and even incorporate them into some
pretty cool choreography. And just in case they mess up,
Arendelle’s “Official Ice Master and Deliverer” is there to keep
watch from Wandering Oaken’s Trading Post. As it turns out
though, Kristoff looks like he’s paying more attention to
chatting with the crowd, bragging about his official title and
alerting everyone to the many benefits of ice.
With the Frozen characters and floats melting away into
the background of your memories, it is time to commence
the sweets section! Vanellope von Schweetz and Ralph
from Wreck-it Ralph come rolling down the street, with
Vanellope driving her snazzy gingerbread car complete with
sugar cookie pillow. The car is almost as adorable as she is
(almost!). Following behind her is Ralph and his gingerbread
house that boasts lights, candy canes, and lots of icing.
While Ralph and Vanellope might be known for causing
some mischief, they are nowhere near as mischievous as
the chipmunks who follow them. Chip and Dale have come
to this Christmas celebration dressed as chefs, and they’ve
brought a few friends with them in the form of life-size
gingerbread men. The charismatic cookies have been a
staple in the parade since it originally debuted in 2007, and
have been charming Guests ever since. Although some
bakers have been added to the gingerbread men’s routine
over the years, they still precede the same float. Clarabelle
is atop the magical kitchen responsible for producing these
enchanting cookies and she certainly seems pretty pleased
about it. Why wouldn’t she when the gingerbread men are
so adorable? Goofy follows right behind Clarabelle, riding
his Christmas-y candy machine as elves with glowing candy
cane batons lead the way. As Goofy departs, leaving the
scent of holiday treats behind him, it is time for the most
enchanting part of the parade.
In perhaps one of the longest and most impressive Disney
Princess sections of all Walt Disney World parades, Guests
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are able to celebrate the holidays with all of their favorite
princes and princesses. The Seven Dwarfs dance along the
parade route to begin this royal procession. Snow White and
her prince can then be spotted waltzing under a decorated
gazebo. Once again, the sound of horseshoes clacking on
the street reverberate through the crowds as a carriage
pulled by six white horses appears in view. Cinderella and
Prince Charming wave from inside the beautiful carriage
in all of their regal glory. The carriage quickly gives way
to more magical waltzing as couples twirl around the
street, their sparkling outfits reflecting the lights and
making them truly shine. The classic Disney Princess float
quickly comes into view, although it is now decorated with
white garland and brightly colored ornaments. Belle and
the Beast, Ariel and Eric, Aurora and Phillip, Aladdin and
Jasmine, Rapunzel and Flynn, and Tiana and Naveen adorn
the float’s many tiers, dancing and waving to the crowd. The
Disney Princesses and Princes show how regal a Christmas
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celebration can really be, but the next part of the parade
shares fun and excitement with the Guests, asking them all
to bring out their inner child.
All hail the toys! This parade abounds with elves and their
toy creations that have come alive. The elves energetically
dance about showing off some classic toys such as rocking
horses and blocks. Among them, Guests can even spot some
life-size Teddy Bears that are dancing their furry hearts
out. The Green Army Men soon come into view, because the
toy section of this parade could not possibly be complete
without some of our Toy Story favorites. Woody, Jessie,
Bullseye, and Bo Peep greet Guests from atop their toyfilled float. And for the first time in 2019, Guests could even
spot Forky spinning around, much to the delight of Guests.
Rounding out this playful toy section comes another staple
of the Once Upon a Christmastime Parade since 2007, and
one that Guests look forward to each year. A legion of toy
soldiers quickly fills up the street both with their size and
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with the sounds of their clacking feet on the pavement and
the music that comes from their trumpets and drums. In
my personal opinion, you cannot spend Christmas at Walt
Disney World without seeing the Toy Soldiers.
As the Toy Soldiers march off into the distance, some
very special reindeer assemble into formation and playfully
prance around the street. You might even be able to hear the
slight tinkling of jingle bells over the music as the reindeer
(along with their jingle bell-laden collars) dance along to
the music. Each reindeer is holly and jolly in their own right,
but as a fur-tastic, spirit-filled squad, they are downright
brimming with Christmas magic; as they should be since
they herald the arrival of the one and only Santa Claus.
Beaming from ear to ear and sending out warm Christmas
greetings from his sleigh filled with toys, Santa lets us know
that the holiday season has officially begun. He might close
out the parade, but the spirit of Christmas is fresh inside the
hearts of each and every Guest as they leave their spot on
Opposite Photo ©Rachel Comande. Top Photo © Tim Foster

the street and make way to whatever their next Very Merry
Christmas Party Activity is. Or, if they are returning home
or to their resort hotel, they do so having just experienced
a hefty dose of Christmas magic, and absolutely nothing is
better than that.
Mickey’s Once Upon a Christmastime Parade is a
downright magical journey through all of the best parts
of Christmas, from the sweets, to the toys, and to the
friends. It encompasses everything that makes Christmas
so special, and it does so to the tune of a fun but whimsical
and nostalgic soundtrack that will play on repeat in your
head long after you’ve departed the Magic Kingdom for the
night. Even though we might not be able to see this spirited
parade in person this year, that doesn’t stop us from being
able to relive the magic of it in our hearts. And I know that
when I go to sleep on Christmas Eve, it won’t be sugar plums
dancing in my head, but the catchy lyrics of “Once Upon a
Christmastime at Christmas.”
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Lights, Cameras, Christmas!
Celebrating the
Holidays at Disney’s
Hollywood Studios
by Shaun Jex

W

alt Disney World is always brimming with magic,
but things definitely get turned up a notch during
the holiday season. Never mind mere sugarplums, there
are visions of dancing gingerbread men, toy soldiers,
magical elves, and enough tasty treats to make the Ghost of
Christmas Present loosen his belt.
In the Magic Kingdom, decorations dot Main Street
U.S.A. and the Dapper Dans croon tunes like “I Love Those
Jingle Bells.” Even the Jungle Cruise gets into the spirit,
transforming into the world-famous Jingle Cruise. Disney’s
Animal Kingdom glows with the lights of Diwali, and Epcot
plays host to the International Festival of the Holidays. It’s
an embarrassment of riches to choose from.
However, if we were to name the most underrated Walt
Disney World park for holiday festivities, it would have to be
Disney’s Hollywood Studios. Once upon a time, that may not
have been the case. After all, the park was the location of
the legendary Osborne Family Spectacle of Dancing Lights.
For over a decade, the displays served as a glittering holiday
wonderland within Hollywood Studios. Alas, the attraction
had its final run in January 2016, but that shouldn’t lead you
to believe there’s no festive spirit there. Hollywood Studios
still offers one of the best holiday experiences in all of Walt
Disney World.
The park has a long association with Christmas. Back in
1988 (before it had even opened!), the park was conceived as
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a television and motion picture production facility. During
that time, one of the all-time great Christmas films was
shot at the studio: Ernest Saves Christmas starring the
inimitable Jim Varney (Slinky Dog!) as Ernest P. Worrell.
As mentioned before, the park was also home to the
Osborne Family Spectacle of Dancing Lights. Referring to
it as a spectacle is a bit like describing the Grand Canyon
as a crack in the ground. The display contained over five
million lights, requiring over ten miles of rope lighting. At
one point, over 40 Hidden Mickeys could be found scattered
throughout the lights and it took over 20,000 man-hours to
put the whole display together.
Things have only gotten more phenomenal with each
passing year. So, are you ready for a cup of cheer? Let’s take
a little tour of the city sidewalks and busy sidewalks of
Hollywood Studios, all dressed in holiday style.
Hollywood Boulevard
The festive spirit greets you right at the entrance of
the park with a shimmering garland hanging above the
entrance. The garland is covered in decorations and red
bows and looks as though it is frosted with snow. Step inside
onto Hollywood Boulevard and you’ll feel like you’ve been
transported into a Frank Sinatra Christmas carol. Red and
white stars hang from lamp posts, holiday displays fill the
shop windows (like the chorus line of Minnie Ornaments in
the 5 & 10 window), and brilliant LED lights decorate the 21
Photo © Rachel Comande
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palm trees up and down the street. Some of the lamps have
small Christmas trees decorating them, and you might
just come across characters like Chip and Dale dressed up
for winter weather. If you’re looking to do a little holiday
shopping, the stores up and down Hollywood Boulevard
are filled to the brim with delightful gifts. From holiday
themed shirts and pajamas to stuffed, scented gingerbread
Mickeys and plush porgs in holiday attire, you can find just
about anything for the Disney fan in your life.
Of course, it wouldn’t be Christmas without Santa Claus.
Take a look above the entrance to The Darkroom and you’ll
see a vintage Santa Claus statue. He’s clutching a small
Christmas tree and seems in an altogether jolly mood as he
watches the crowds pass by below.
Sunset Season Greetings
As the sun sinks below the horizon and darkness
descends on Sunset Boulevard, the Hollywood Tower Hotel
undergoes an astonishing transformation. The haunting,
cracked visage of the old building is swept away by a series
of entertaining holiday vignettes. There are four scenes you
can see, each playing out on the face of the building through
the use of projection mapping. A nearby billboard begins
each segment with a brief video featuring beloved Disney
characters. Keep an eye out, because you’ll catch glimpses of
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the elves from Santa’s Prep and Landing team too.
The first is known as “Mickey and Minnie’s Hometown
Tower.” The scene begins with Mickey and Minnie as seen
in the classic Mickey’s Christmas Carol. As holiday music
fills the streets, the Hollywood Tower Hotel is transformed
into a cozy Dickensian village. The scene begins in black
and white and gradually transforms into brilliant color.
Snow drifts across the face of the hotel, and lamps burn in
every window. It’s the sort of scene that makes you want
to cozy up with your loved ones by the fire and share a cup
of hot cocoa. The Toy Story Christmas Toy Tower sees the
building wrapped up in wrapping paper and a bow before
being covered up by piles of parcels. The presents unwrap
revealing enough toys to fill Santa’s Workshop. The Frozen
Winter Wonderland Tower begins with Olaf searching
for family holiday traditions (as seen in Olaf’s Frozen
Adventure). The song “That Time of Year” plays while images
of various Christmas traditions appear on the building. We
see stockings hung by the fire, choirs, and Olaf himself even
appears.
The final segment begins with the famed Swedish
Chef from the Muppets. He babbles unintelligibly (as he is
prone to do) while working on a gingerbread house. The
Hollywood Tower Hotel is then transformed into a giant
gingerbread house that, frankly, looks good enough to eat.
Photos © John Tamburriello
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Jingle Bell, Jingle BAM!
It wouldn’t be a proper Walt Disney World celebration
without a fireworks show, and Hollywood Studios provides
a doozy for the holiday season. It’s called Jingle Bell, Jingle
BAM! and it’s free for all Guests, unless of course you want to
attend the special dessert party.
If you do decide to attend the dessert party, you’ll get
reserved seating, appetizers, desserts, and drinks. Food
options include items like pretzel bread, artichoke dip, and
a variety of cheeses. Bread pudding, ice cream, yule logs and
more will satisfy your sweet tooth, and you can also order
drinks like a gingerbread martini. The reserved seating also
gives you a perfect view of Disney Movie Magic (an evening
show which takes place before Jingle Bell, Jingle BAM!), a
special ornament commemorating the show, and the chance
to meet and have your picture taken with Santa Goofy!
While it’s an awesome experience, the dessert party is
hardly an essential for enjoying Jingle Bell, Jingle Jam. All
you have to do is find a place in front of Mickey and Minnie’s
Runaway Railway (located in the replica of Grauman's
Chinese Theatre). The area fills up early, but the view is great
no matter where you sit.
The show itself is a spectacular mix of fireworks, music,
lasers, and other special effects. There’s a loose story spun
around the show. The characters of Lanny and Wayne (elves
from the Prep and Landing shorts) are on the search for
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Santa Claus. Throughout Jingle Bell, Jingle BAM! you’ll see
scenes from classic Disney films projected on the walls
of the theatre, including scenes from Tim Burton’s The
Nightmare Before Christmas (seeing the theatre transform
into Halloween Town and Oogie Boogie’s lair is amazing),
and you’ll also see scenes from films like Beauty and the Beast,
The Princess and the Frog, Mickey’s Christmas Carol, and more.
For many, the highlight of Jingle Bell, Jingle BAM! is the
snow. That’s right: snow. In Florida. During several segments
of the show, snow begins to fall from the skies, dancing
through the laser lights to rest on the heads of the crowd.
It’s enough to make your eyes get a little teary with emotion.
Santa Gertie
As mentioned, during the holidays Hollywood Studios
is filled with decorations. Every corner of the park bursts
with holiday cheer. Stroll over to Echo Lake and you’ll see
the towering form of Gertie at Dinosaur Gertie's Ice Cream
of Extinction. Gertie is a reference to the early animated
feature Gertie the Dinosaur released in 1914 by Winsor
McKay. As an iconic part of animation history, she’s a perfect
fit for Hollywood Studios.
During the holiday season, an ornament hangs from her
mouth and a huge Santa Claus hat sits atop her head. How
huge you ask? Roughly four people could stand inside of it,
and far more elves.
Top Photo © John Tamburriello Opposite Photo ©Rachel Comande
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Echo Lake
Every Walt Disney World park has its own
Christmas tree. If you’re looking for the Hollywood
Studios’ tree, look to the middle of Echo Lake.
Christmas ball decorations float throughout the
lake and the tree itself towers over the water on a
small island at the center of the lake. For an extra
special experience, stop by to see the Christmas
tree after the sun has set and the lights are on. A
Disney PhotoPass photographer is nearby if you
want to get that perfect shot with the tree in the
background for your Christmas card.
Vintage Decorations A-Go-Go
Stepping into Hollywood Studios has always
been like stepping into the glamorous Golden Age
of Hollywood. Add in locations like the 50’s Prime
Time Cafe and Hollywood Brown Derby, and the
park is basically a giant nostalgia trip. So, it makes
sense that a lot of the holiday decorations in
Hollywood Studios seem like they were plucked
right out of a Norman Rockwell painting. Most of
these come in the form of little statues scattered
around the park. There are little girls toting
candy cane parasols, elvish little boys sitting
in and around a tea cup, playful reindeer, and a
family of pink poodles.
Toy Story Land
Before you enter Toy Story Land, there’s a giant
statue of Woody who greets you. During the
holidays, he’s wearing a red and white striped
scarf. Garland and Christmas tree decorations hang from
the Toy Story Land sign. As you wander around Andy’s
backyard, you just might see Buzz Lightyear in a Santa
Claus hat, as well as Woody and Jessie wearing festive vests.
Over at Slinky Dog Dash, take a gander at Rex. He’s wearing
reindeer ears! Oh, and be sure to give a listen as Slinky goes
racing by. You might just hear the sound of jingle bells.
Over at Woody’s Lunch Box you’ll see giant popcorn
and cranberries strung up as garland (a decoration that
will sweep you back to your childhood). Over at the Alien
Swirling Saucer attraction, you’ll find that the lovable little
green aliens have been transformed into Christmas Tree
ornaments.
Last, but certainly not least, Toy Story Land is home to

a ten-foot tall “sugar cookie” that looks like Hamm. He’s
wearing a Santa Claus hat, and offers one of the absolute
must photo opportunities in the park. Before you go, take
a little peek behind him. After all, a cookie that large has to
be held up by something. The heavy lifting here is done by a
green army man!
Happy Holidays
No matter how you celebrate the holidays, Hollywood
Studios has something there to make you smile. It’s fun,
warm, and magical…just what you’d expect from Walt
Disney World. Now, if you’ll excuse me, I’ve got to daydream
about dancing in the snow that falls on Hollywood
Boulevard.
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he Mandalorian — and The Child — get all the Disney+
hype, but Disney’s entry into the streaming wars also
opened the floodgates of historical studio content to fans
the world over. From the famous animated classics to
episodes of the weekly Disneyland television show (and its
later incarnations such as Walt Disney’s Wonderful World of
Color and The Wonderful World of Disney) to documentaries
cataloging major moments in studio history, this streaming
service is a gift that keeps on giving for students of Disney
history.
Here are our top picks:
Mickey Mouse & Friends
As Walt Disney famously quipped, “I only hope that we
never lose sight of one thing — that it was all started by
a mouse.” Disney+ allows viewers to go back to where it all
began for Mickey Mouse, his first theatrical appearance in
Steamboat Willie. Viewers can almost imagine themselves
sitting in Universal’s Colony Theater in New York City on
that November 1928 day, watching Mickey’s debut complete
with sound effects that perfectly matched the animation
on screen. That ground-breaking advance in movie magic
elevated the simple short into an all-time classic.
But Disney+ doesn’t stop there. It traces Mickey Mouse’s
transformation from a roguish mischief-maker in the 1920s
and ‘30s into the buttoned-down everyman of the ‘50s that
modern audiences most associate with the character. See
these subtle changes for yourself as you binge through Ye
Olden Days, The Band Concert, Hawaiian Holiday, Clock Cleaners,
Lonesome Ghosts, before wrapping up with The Simple Things
(1953), which stood as Mickey’s final theatrical appearance
for three decades. Shelving Mickey for thirty years could
not have been an easy decision for the Disney studio, but
it was increasingly difficult for Walt and his animators to
introduce comical elements into these shorts without
compromising the mouse’s wholesome character.
Donald Duck, on the other hand, posed no such problem.
While his introduction in Orphan’s Benefit is not yet available
to stream on Disney+, the irascible duck is well represented
on the service. Whether in Mr. Duck Steps Out or Donald’s Golf
Game, he quickly emerged as the perfect outlet for gags and
punchlines that required the main character to be less than
perfectly mannered.
The Silly Symphonies
Shortly after the introduction of Mickey Mouse, Disney
Artwork © Disney

switched gears with a new, musically-oriented program
of animated shorts known as The Silly Symphonies.
Imaginative entries like Flowers and Trees (the first Disney
short made in full color with the three-strip Technicolor
process), The Old Mill, and The Goddess of Spring served as early
forerunners to the marriage of animation and music which
came to full flower in Fantasia.
While Disney+ offers plenty of Silly Symphonies to stream,
none proved more popular — or important — than Three
Little Pigs. This sweet tale of self-reliance and the triumph
of hard work and determination over laziness and selfpity was a welcome tonic to an American public mired in
the misery of the Great Depression. Its catchy tune, “Who’s
Afraid of the Big Bad Wolf?” also took hold and became a
defiant anthem to lift spirits and spread optimism during a
time when that was in short supply.
The Reluctant Dragon
This 1941 live-action/animated tour of the new Disney
studio in Burbank pulled back the curtain on daily life as
part of the Disney team. While undeniably a sanitized view
of studio life, The Reluctant Dragon remains an unparalleled
behind-the-scenes peek at the animators, ink and painters,
and story men who usually toiled in the shadows.
In the live-action segments, humorist Robert Benchley
wanders through the different sections of Disney’s Burbank
plant, ostensibly looking for Walt in order to convince
him to adapt the Kenneth Grahame book The Reluctant
Dragon into an animated featurette. Along the way, he sees
the storyboard for Baby Weems and other bits of Disney
animation, before finally meeting Walt in the projection
room. The Disney chief, though, has a surprise in store for
Benchley: a 20-minute animated version of The Reluctant
Dragon. It’s a lesser-known entry in the Disney library, but
one that reveals a great deal about the Disney studio circa
1940. Don’t skip it.
Davy Crockett
No one — not even Walt Disney — saw the Davy Crockett
craze coming. Crockett and best friend George Russel
appeared in three installments of the Disneyland television
show from December 1954 to February 1955 and, before
anyone knew it, seemingly every child in America was
wearing a coonskin hat and dreaming of life on the wild
frontier. Oh, and humming that infectious “The Ballad of
Davy Crockett” ditty.
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With the three-part series ending at The Alamo — which
also cut off the option of developing a much-demanded
sequel — the Disney studio capitalized on Crockett fever
by instead going down the prequel route. Two new stories
featured Davy and Russel’s adventures on the Ohio River and
a high-stakes raft race against “King of the River” Mike Fink.
On Disney+, the first three episodes are edited together as the
film Davy Crockett, King of the Wild Frontier and the prequel twoparter as Davy Crockett and the River Pirates.
Man In Space
This Tomorrowland episode of the Disneyland television
series rocketed right into TV history on March 9, 1955. Long
before John F. Kennedy challenged the United States to
put a man on the moon, Walt Disney began tackling the
possibilities of space travel and exploration in this special.
It dances between the typical Disney whimsy — animated
segments of the history of rockets and what the ups and
downs of manned spaceflight might be like — and serious
scientific discussion by experts Wernher von Braun and
Willy Ley.
Here was a bit of television well ahead of its time. Von
Braun and Ley broke down incredibly complex ideas,
which were completely alien to ‘50s-era audiences who
were still grappling with the perceived impossibility of
space exploration. Some of the concepts probably flew
over peoples’ heads, but this Ward Kimball production
nevertheless captivated 40+ million watchers — and even
won an Academy Award for its significance. The best
sign that Disney was on to something? President Dwight
Eisenhower screened this episode for the Pentagon after
being impressed by its vision and craftsmanship.
The Pre-Opening Report From Disneyland
Just a few days before the park opened to the public,
Walt Disney stoked the Disneyland hype with a quick runthrough on all of the studio’s last-minute preparations.
After a quick intro from the Disney chief, Winston Hibler
takes his turn in the spotlight to show the audience exactly
how WED Enterprises planned and built the park’s shows
and attractions. Hibler kicks it off with some concept
art for the various areas of Disneyland, with footage also
interspersed of studio engineers creating models, testing
rides, and other behind-the-scenes shots of Disneyland’s
race to the finish line.
The biggest takeaway? Walt Disney’s legendary
attention to detail was well taught to his Imagineers, who
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painstakingly worked on every odd and end until it was
perfect. Hibler’s whistle stop tour of the work-in-progress
Disneyland runs for the first half of this episode, followed by
a tribute to Mickey Mouse made up of select moments from
his best animated shorts.
The Story of the Animated Drawing
This episode of Disneyland (November 30, 1955) transports
viewers back through the illustrious history of animation,
from primitive cave paintings to Winsor McCay “interacting”
with Gertie the Dinosaur on a vaudeville stage up through
the Disney studio itself. While many of these Disneyland
programs are little more than advertisements for the Disney
films and theme park, this one shines the spotlight on the
many pioneers who made the animated art form possible.
That includes a fascinating look at Emile Reynaud’s
Theatre Optique. Reynaud’s work relied on an intricatelycrafted hand-cranked mirror device to create the illusion
of movement as individual drawings whirred on by. The
Story of the Animated Drawing both educates and entertains,
almost like a crash course through the animation history
books. As Walt said during the show’s introduction, “We owe
a debt of gratitude to our forerunners and it is to these
pioneers that we dedicate this program on the history of
the animated drawing.”
The Liberty Story
Walt Disney hosts a celebration of pure Americana in The
Liberty Story. Starting with a truncated version of Johnny
Tremain, the dual themes of freedom and liberty ring out
loud. The young Tremain gets swept up in the revolutionary
fervor of the Sons of Liberty movement and plays an
outsized role in the early days of the American Revolution.
Along the way, Tremain befriends the likes of Paul Revere
and Sam Adams, takes part in the Boston Tea Party, and
even gets a front row seat to the famous “shot heard ‘round
the world” at Lexington and Concord.
Next up is the Ben and Me animated short about the
very unlikely friendship of Amos the Mouse and Benjamin
Franklin. Trying to escape a fierce winter snowstorm, Amos
steals into Franklin’s print shop and ends up proving an
invaluable part of the big man’s career. The true historical
standout of The Liberty Story, though, is the brief glimpse that
Walt Disney provides of the planned Liberty Street expansion
at Disneyland. Originally set to be an offshoot of Main Street
U.S.A., this abandoned concept ultimately came to fruition as
Liberty Square in Walt Disney World’s Magic Kingdom.
Artwork © Disney
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Disneyland Around the Seasons
This episode of Walt Disney’s Wonderful World of Color aired
just days after Walt’s passing in December 1966. Presented as
a look back at the first year of Disneyland’s second decade,
the wonders of Audio-Animatronics emerge as the real
star of the show. New attractions like "it’s a small world,"
Great Moments with Mr. Lincoln, and the Primeval World
diorama all rely on the lifelike movement and actions of
WED Enterprise’s mechanical creations.
Interesting highlights to look out for: a New Year’s
firework show over Sleeping Beauty Castle; the Flying
Saucers ride that proved way too high-maintenance and
had actually already closed by the time this episode aired;
a man blasting off with a jetpack in Tomorrowland; the
solemn Candlelight Processional down Main Street, U.S.A.;
and the "Living Christmas Tree” on the stairs of DisneylandSanta Fe Railroad station made up of high school choruses.
A great, but bittersweet, episode marking one of Walt’s final
performances in front of a camera.
The Documentaries
Frank and Ollie — This 1995 documentary tells the story
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of the unshakable lifelong friendship between two of Walt
Disney’s “Nine Old Men”: Frank Thomas and Ollie Johnston.
These master animators produced some of the most
memorable characters in studio history during the Golden
Age of Disney animation, but also teach us a lesson about
the importance of friendship and loyalty.
The Boys — Robert and Richard Sherman, on the other
hand, struggled to remain in harmony once outside the
Disney music room. The Sherman brothers, composers of so
many classic Disney songs like “Supercalifragilistic,” “Feed the
Birds,” and “I Wanna Be Like You,” had a fractious relationship
and never quite saw eye to eye in their personal lives. As we
learn in this shocking documentary, the facade of fraternal
affection shown in official footage did not continue once off
the clock. But it also reveals other fascinating information
about their Disney career, including the (many) times that
P.L. Travers berated them during the production of Mary
Poppins as she was less than impressed with their work.
Walt & El Grupo — Ted Thomas, Frank Thomas’s son,
compiles the definitive look at Walt Disney’s 1941 goodwill
trip to South America and how this once-in-a-lifetime
working vacation inspired a new generation of Disney films.
Artwork © Disney

Adoring crowds greeted the Disney contingent at each
stop, feting the artists and filling them with new ideas and
perspectives.
The Imagineering Story — Leslie Iwerks,
granddaughter of Disney Legend Ub Iwerks, looks back at
the illustrious history of Disney Imagineering. This sixhour series traces Imagineering’s path from the earliest
days as WED Enterprises trying to bring Walt’s dream for
Disneyland to life all the way up to the present day, creating
new marvels for the Disney Parks the world over. If there’s
a downside to this series — and this really only applies to
history buffs primarily interested in Walt’s own work —
only the first episode “The Happiest Place on Earth” focuses
on Imagineering’s work during Walt’s lifetime. By the second
episode, it’s already dealing with how the company would
move on after its founder’s passing.
What’s Still Missing?
Disney+’s strong start is not without its share of
head-scratching omissions. Right off the bat, there’s no
acknowledgment whatsoever of the animation work that
really kickstarted Walt Disney’s career — the Alice Comedies

and Oswald the Lucky Rabbit. Or, for the real Disney
diehards, any of the Laugh-O-Grams. Obscure choices, sure,
but still necessary for any Disney history collection to be
considered complete.
On the Mickey Mouse front, his first two animated shorts
— Plane Crazy and Gallopin’ Gaucho — aren’t here yet. While
Steamboat Willie was the first theatrically released Mickey
short, it was actually the third one produced. Walt Disney,
Ub Iwerks, and a skeleton crew of animators completed
Plane Crazy and Gallopin’ Gaucho first, but struggled to find
distribution for the new character until Steamboat Willie’s
sound effect breakthrough.
Immediately after Disney+ launched in November 2019,
the first week of the original Mickey Mouse Club (October 3-7,
1955) was made available. Curiously though, no others have
been added in over a year.
Speaking of missing episodes, there are (hopefully!) lots
and lots of the Disneyland television show still to come.
From the very first episode, the Uncle Walt-hosted series
is one of the most important aspects of Disney history.
Disney+ is off to a great start, and we look forward with
great anticipation to what’s still to come!
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One of the most magical things you can do to
celebrate a Walt Disney World Christmas is to
tour the resorts and soak in all of the holiday
splendor that each has to offer. From the
Victorian beauty of the Grand Floridian to the
rustic charm of the Wilderness Lodge, each
resort adds its own special flair to the holiday
season. You can even get a taste of a tropical
Christmas at the Polynesian, or celebrate the
season with a nautical touch at the Beach &
Yacht Clubs. No matter where you journey
though, touring the Walt Disney World resorts
will definitely put an extra bit of magic into
your Christmas celebrations, so join us as we
take a pictorial tour of the Holiday Splendor of
the Disney Resorts!

A Holiday
Tour of the
Disney
Resorts
Photos by Tim Foster
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Wilderness Lodge
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The Swan & Dolphin
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Animal Kingdom Lodge
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Polynesian Village Resort
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Beach Club Resort
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Grand Floridian Resort & Spa
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Former Gingerbread Display at the Contemporary Resort
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The Reptiles
of Disney
by Lori Elias
When one thinks about Disney animals, one tends to lean toward
“cute and cuddly,” not “scaly and slimy.” (Though of course, “It’s not
slime – it’s mucus!”) Face it: the amphibious critters aren’t exactly the
kinds of creatures to whom most of us gravitate…though the anoles
that run around the Disney parks and resorts are kind of cute in their
own creepy, crawly way. (If you’re wondering what an anole is, they’re the
wee lizards native to the southeastern United States, which are often mistakenly
called geckos, and can be found scampering along walkways.)
While not usually the stars of the story – with a notable exception or two
– Disney’s reptiles provide their films with comic relief, loyal sidekicks (or sideslitherers), and even a villain here and there. So let’s pull on our mucking boots and
take a look at some of our favorites!
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Tick-Tock (Peter Pan, 1953)
Never smile at a crocodile,
No, you can't get friendly with a crocodile.
Don't be taken in by his welcome grin –
He's imagining how well you'd fit within his skin…
Frank Churchill’s rollicking tune and these lyrics serve as a
leitmotif throughout Peter Pan, and could only be describing
the one entity feared by the loathsome Captain Hook: TickTock, the persistent crocodile of Peter Pan – yes, he does have
a name!
While in a fight with the title character, Captain Hook
lost his hand, which the crafty croc enjoyed as an amusebouche, whetting his appetite for a main course! Tick-Tock’s
persistent pursuit of Hook is relentless, but fortunately, he
also swallowed an alarm clock on one of his exploits, so Hook
has some warning of when his nemesis is approaching.
Tick-Tock is one of Disney’s most prolific secondary
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characters, appearing in every Peter Pan sequel, prequel and
spin-off, as well as Chip n’ Dale Rescue Rangers, Goof Troop and
Darkwing Duck. He is also alluded to in the Disney-inspired
ABC series Once Upon a Time: through a complex series of
circumstances, both Rumpelstiltskin and his present-day
alter ego Mr. Gold are referred to as “Crocodile” by Captain
Kilian Hook; meanwhile, in this story arc, Peter Pan is also
Rumpel’s father, so as mentioned, it’s rather complex.
Tick-Tock can be spotted across Walt Disney World in
the Festival of Fantasy Parade, as a topiary at the United
Kingdom Pavilion during Epcot’s International Flower and
Garden Festival, and of course back at the Magic Kingdom,
where he can be seen perpetually tormenting Hook in the
attraction Peter Pan’s Flight.
Fun Fact: In the original novel by J. M. Barrie, the nameless
crocodile is portrayed as female, though in the 1953 film and
its subsequent sequels, Tick-Tock is male.
Artwork ©Disney

Kaa (The Jungle Book, 1967 and 2016)
While most film adaptations tend to stay relatively
faithful to the source material, Kaa is one character who
was completely reimagined when put on the screen. In
Rudyard Kipling’s series of books, the python Kaa is a friend
of Mowgli, serving as his mentor and even saving his life
on more than one occasion. Disney animators, however,
believed that audiences would not accept a snake as a
hero, and turned the creature into a sly and manipulative
antagonist. It is Kaa from whom Mowgli must be saved,
first by the panther Bagheera, and then inadvertently by
the villainous Shere Khan, after Mowgli was lulled into a
hypnotic trance by the Sherman brothers’ sinuous melody
“Trust in Me.” In the 2016 live action/CGI remake, it is Baloo
who saves Mowgli from being eaten by Kaa.
Fun Fact: Kaa has had the honor of being voiced by three
Disney greats: Sterling Holloway and Jim Cummings as an
animated character, and Scarlet Johansson in the 2016 liveaction/CGI rendition of the story.

Sir Hiss (Robin Hood, 1973)
Another snake with the gift of hypnosis is Sir Hiss in
Robin Hood. While his exact species is not known, what is
clear is that he is a trusted advisor to the dastardly Prince
John, and is quite astute, frequently warning Prince John of
upcoming danger. Unfortunately for Sir Hiss, he is often the
target of the prince’s fits of rage when the prince ignores
Sir Hiss’s advice, and events do not play out as His Highness
would desire.
Even though he seems to be as amoral as his boss for
much of the film, even he is taken aback by Prince John’s
order to execute Friar Tuck in order to lure Robin Hood to
the castle. Sir Hiss and the prince come to blows – well, the
prince does anyway, seeing as Sir Hiss does not have arms
– when the snake lectures Prince John about how he never
listens to his cautionary concerns, reducing the prince to
chasing Sir Hiss throughout the castle, swinging at him
with a wooden stick. The two, along with the Sheriff of
Nottingham, are later arrested and sentenced to hard labor
in the rock quarry.
Fun Fact: Sir Hiss has a gap between his two top teeth, a
trait he shares with his voice actor, Terry Thomas.
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Brutus and Nero (The Rescuers, 1977)
In the original 1962 book Miss Bianca by Margery Sharp,
Madame Medusa is accompanied by two bloodhounds
named Tyrant and Torment, who became Brutus and Nero
in the film, the henchmen – or rather, hench-crocs – of
Madame Medusa. Though they work alongside Mr. Snoops,
they show him nothing but utter contempt, in spite of his
attempts to be cordial.
They are in charge of keeping an eye on the kidnapped
Penny, who amazingly is not afraid of them, even ordering
them to put her down when they carry her off to their
employer, and threatening them not to hurt her beloved
Teddy. Though the two never speak, it is evident that they
understand what is being said to them, as they respond
accordingly. They are also quite crafty, almost killing
Bernard and Bianca of the Rescue Aid Society, until an
unknowing Madame Medusa stops them from playing the
organ where the mice have been trapped.
In the end, a desperate Madame Medusa displays
cruelty toward Brutus and Nero, who ultimately repay her
treatment by turning on her.
Fascinating Fact (as this fact is not particularly “fun”):
Brutus was named for Marcus Junius Brutus, a Roman
senator who betrayed Julius Caesar and acted as one of
his assassins in 44 B.C.E. Nero was named for the ruthless,
tyrannical Roman emperor who lived from 37-68 A.D.
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Joanna (The Rescuers Down Under, 1990)
Joanna, pet of poacher Percival McLeach, is a goanna,
which on this side of the Pacific is known as a perentie,
or large monitor lizard. Like her owner, she has a nasty
streak, and also like McLeach, she has a taste for eggs, and
antagonizes the antagonist by stealing those that belong to
him.
Though it is difficult to like Joanna, it is also easy to feel
sorry for her, as it is evident that McLeach mistreats her,
acting in a threatening manner toward her when he is
angry. When both McLeach and Joanna are thrown into
Crocodile Falls, one cannot feel at least somewhat vindicated
that while McLeach is killed, Joanna survives and returns to
the wild, where she indisputably belongs.
Fun Fact: Both Joanna and Marahute, the golden eagle
mother, are voiced by Frank Welker.

Tiana and Naveen (The Princess and the Frog, 2009)
Finally: amphibians who are stars of the show! While
both Tiana and Naveen are human, they do spend a
significant part of the film as frogs. Accompanied by
the hapless Louis (there will be more on him coming up
shortly) and good-hearted Cajun firefly Ray, the duo seeks
help from the enigmatic Mama Odie in order to be restored
to their human form. Through their shared adventures,
with each drawing on their own strengths and bolstering
the other’s weaknesses, and accompanied by an infectious
musical score by Randy Newman, the two form an unlikely
friendship that ultimately blossoms into true love…and
some fabulous beignets!
Tiana and Naveen (in their human entities) can be seen in
the Festival of Fantasy Parade at Walt Disney World’s Magic
Kingdom, as well as Mickey’s Royal Friendship Faire and the
Liberty Square Bridge. They will also soon be the subject of
the attraction Splash Mountain.
Fun Fact: Tiana is left-handed, as requested by her voice
actress, Disney Legend Anika Noni Rose, who shares that
particular trait.

dream to “play jazz with the big boys.”
At first, Tiana and Naveen are frightened by the sight of
the large alligator, but he quickly reveals that he is as lovable
a friend as they could ask for, in spite of a few phobias and
quirks. He uses his size and menacing appearance to help
his friends out of jams more than once, and in one of Disney
filmdom’s most heart-wrenching moments, carries a dying
Ray to see his friends one last time. And when Tiana’s dream
of owning a restaurant is realized, so is Louis’s, as “The Firefly
Five Plus Lou” entertain guests every night. Look for Louis in
the upcoming renovation of Splash Mountain!
Fun Fact: In the original plans for the film, Louis was
intended to originally be a human who wanted to be a
musician, but could not play any instruments. He made a
bargain with Dr. Facilier: he would be a brilliant trumpeter,
but would also become an alligator.

Louis (The Princess and the Frog, 2009)
Is there as enthusiastic a sidekick in all of Disney filmdom
as Louis? Named for the great jazz trumpeter/singer Louis
Armstrong, animated Louis may be a little short on brains,
but he has an enormous heart, as well as his relentless

Artwork ©Disney
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Pascal (Tangled, 2010)
Our final amphibious friend is of a species we have not
yet encountered: a chameleon. Who else could that be but
Pascal, friend and companion to Rapunzel? Pascal is fiercely
loyal to Rapunzel, sharing her days in Mother Gothel’s lonely
tower, and though he does not speak, he is able to get his
thoughts across through his actions and facial expressions.
In spite of his own fears, he encourages Rapunzel to discover
the world beyond the tower, and shares in her adventures
with Flynn Rider, never leaving her side. He also develops a

charming friendship with Flynn’s horse Maximus, with the
pair serving as ring-bearers for the royal wedding in Tangled
Ever After.
Fun Fact: In Tangled: The Series, it is revealed that as an
infant, Pascal narrowly escaped an attack by a snake that
killed his mother. He climbed Rapunzel’s tower, where the
snake caught up with him and bit him, but Rapunzel used the
magic of her hair to counter the poisonous venom. Because
she and Pascal were both alone in the world, an instant and
irrevocable bond was created between the two.

They crawl, they swim, they slither; they make us laugh, they make
us cringe, they make us cry. While many of us would not choose to
encounter any of these beasts in the real world, their
presence in Disney history has been irreplaceable.
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Celebrating
a Traditional
Main Street
Christmas
by Thomas Price
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I

t’s no surprise that when Walt Disney was working out
Disneyland, Walt wanted Guest to enter through a Main
his plans for what would become Disneyland, the first
Street U.S.A. which was inspired by Marceline. Visitors to
experience he intended Guests to have was that of strolling
Disneyland, Walt Disney World, and other parks around
down memory lane on Main Street U.S.A. Drawing upon
the world are reliving Walt’s memories through the quaint
his fond childhood memories of Marceline, Missouri, Walt
shops, charming architecture, and friendly Cast Members
envisioned a place of nostalgia, lightheartedness, and
dressed in period clothing. Although similarly envisioned
simplicity. With horse-drawn wagons, a horn-tooting oldand constructed, the Main Streets of Disneyland, Walt
fashioned automobile, and a charming double-decker bus at
Disney World’s Magic Kingdom, Disneyland Paris, and Hong
the ready, visitors are literally and figuratively transported
Kong Disneyland are unique and distinct. But despite their
to the early 20th century. Add in decorative shop windows,
differences, each evokes the feeling of nostalgia for days
period music, and oldpast in American history.
fashioned lamps, and the
Disneyland
Park and
stage is set for an immersive
Hong Kong Disneyland’s
and nostalgic experience.
Main Streets resemble small
When Main Street U.S.A. is
American towns of the early
decorated for the holidays
20th century, while the Magic
with its giant Christmas
Kingdom’s version is meant
tree, greenery garlands,
to be set in an 1890s Eastern
and deliciously spicy smells
Seaboard community. The
spilling from doorways, the
Disneyland Paris version
experience takes on an even
evokes America’s jazz age
greater meaning. It becomes
decade, the 1920s, and thus
at once festive and calming,
every Main Street represents
bringing Guests back to this
a unique period in American
golden age in the American
history. When the holiday
experience. The traditions,
season commences, Main
foods, and decorations which
Street U.S.A. is transformed
provided the inspirations for
into a memorable and festive
Main Street U.S.A. allow park
environment, inspired by
Guests of today to relate to
traditions old and new. Each
the values that Walt Disney
Main Street is bedecked
wished to represent.
with garlands, wreaths,
Walt and Roy Disney visiting Marceline
Historically, small-town
ornaments, bows, lights and,
main streets were an American ideal, a place where people
of course, giant Christmas trees – complete with a star on
from all walks of life came together to socialize, shop, and
top. The Magic Kingdom’s Main Street goes even further,
connect. Walt Disney brought this nostalgic charm to his
mixing in life-size toy soldiers and a Christmas celebration
vision for Main Street U.S.A. as he oversaw the construction
called Mickey’s Very Merry Christmas Party, held yearly
of Disneyland, and this vision was expanded with the
from early November through late December. How do the
construction of other Disney parks around the world. The
parks’ Main Streets capture the eras in which they are set?
history of Disney’s Main Street(s) U.S.A. is connected to Walt
What was life genuinely like a hundred years or so ago on
Disney’s childhood, which influenced his life and inspired
the real main streets of small town America, and how is this
his dream of Disneyland and later Walt Disney World.
represented today on our parks’ Main Streets, particularly
Although he was born in Chicago, Illinois, Walt Disney
at the holidays?
always said that his fondest childhood memories were
Following the conclusion of the American Civil War in
formed on a forty-eight acre farm near Marceline,
1865, people journeyed west to settle into new territories
Missouri, where he lived from 1906 to 1911. When planning
and small towns. They were often escaping the harsh living
Opposite Photo ©John Tamburriello
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conditions of large cities and seeking both adventure and
fresh starts. For many of these communities, life was still
hard, often consisting of farming, and many families lived
without modern conveniences. People were defined by
their role in the community. Walt Disney’s family lived on
a farm near Marceline, and despite helping with the hardmanual labor, Walt fell in love with Marceline. Like many of
these midwestern towns, the center was its main street,
where shopkeepers enticed customers and city and rural
folk gathered for socialization. Walt made many fond
memories in Marceline, including listening to his Uncle
Mike Martin tell stories of traveling by railroad, watching
a circus parade, and attending a production of the visiting
stage show Peter Pan. Walt also remembered his education
in a red-brick schoolhouse, attending the local cinema, and
of course, the people that populated this community. With
its grandiose, solid buildings, wide brick streets, impressive
town clocks, and inviting shop windows, the main street of
his youth became the Main Street of ours.
Cast Members wear period appropriate attire, including
pinafores, striped vests, and boater hats. Music provides an
authentic turn-of-the-century feeling, with selections such
as “By the Light of the Silvery Moon” and “Lyda Rose,” as well
as the merry tunes of the roaming barbershop quartet, the
Dapper Dans. Before the holidays begin, the old-fashioned
candy shop offers up caramel apples and delectable fudge,
while the ice cream parlor whips up delicious sundaes,
much as they did in Walt’s childhood. But when the holidays
arrive, Main Street U.S.A. becomes something even more
special, transporting us back to Christmas celebrations of
years gone by.
The holidays were a special time of year in America during
the early twentieth century, as families would decorate
trees and exchange gifts, listen to Christmas carols on an
Edison phonograph, and tell stories of Saint Nicholas. The
tradition of decorating the Christmas tree was one of the
most celebrated parts of the holiday experience. Small
and large towns alike had other traditions, including
caroling, festive lighting, and Christmas cards. Main street
was the center of celebration for the community, with
shop windows festively decorated, special foods such as
gingerbread at the ready, and events held to gather people
together. Guests may not realize that much of what young
Walt Disney would have seen, heard, eaten, and experienced
during his own small-town Christmases can still be seen in
the parks today.
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At the Magic Kingdom, these traditions can be seen
in the turn-of-the-century Christmas attire worn by the
Cast Members, familiar songs such as “Deck the Halls,” “We
Wish You a Merry Christmas,” and “Jingle Bells” echoing
throughout the street, and of course the decorations. These
decorations include the windows of the Emporium, decked
out with dioramas of scenes from Mickey’s Christmas Carol,
(opposite) reminiscent of the days when department and
hometown stores would have their own unique holiday
displays. In those years, windows were jammed with the
newest toys, every corner filled with holiday cheer. Is there
a more iconic scene than small noses pressed against the
shop windows during the holidays, captivated by toy trains,
pretty dolls, rocking horses, and tin soldiers? Photographs
from the early 20th century depict this exact scene, and it
still exists today in the festive Main Street windows that
come alive during the Christmas season.
Then, as now, no holiday celebration would be complete
without an appearance or two from Santa Claus. Vintage
photographs show him dressed differently than he appears
now, but to children of all ages, even in decades past, Saint
Nick was the focus of the season. He often appeared in
parades and made unexpected visits to children’s homes.
Today, Santa Claus is a featured part of the Magic Kingdom’s
Once Upon a Christmastime Parade, and his appearance
keeps this classic, small town, true main street holiday
tradition alive for Guests to celebrate and cherish.
What would a holiday celebration be, in any era, without
the anticipation and enjoyment of special foods? Adding
to the Main Street holiday celebration, festive treats are
sought out by Guests from November through January.
Delights such as yule logs, candy canes, and gingerbread
men beckon. These holiday favorites also have roots in the
past, as early 1900s specialties included turkey legs, spiced
cakes, sugar plums and gingerbread. The Magic Kingdom
regularly introduces new seasonal treats for its Guests,
often riffing upon traditional foods such as peppermint hot
chocolate and red velvet whoopie pies, both of which have
historic origins. Guests will also find beautifully decorated
sugar cookies, a holiday staple for the past century.
Traditional wreaths and garlands of holly, often bedecked
with baubles, are hung between and on buildings on Main
Street U.S.A. in the style of the early 1900s. Garlands were
real back then, and seemed to adorn every available space,
from the family parlor to the interior of train cars. Wreaths
were hung in every window, and if you look up, down and
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all around on Main Street U.S.A. today, you’ll see dozens of
festive wreaths (many with a Mickey twist!). As in days of old,
a giant fir tree towers above Town Square, decorated with
Christmas balls, garlands, gingerbread men, nutcrackers,
and of course, lights. Even this decoration is authentic, as
large Christmas trees were gaining popularity at the turn of
the 20th century, covered with glass balls, heavy tinsel, real
cookies, and popcorn strands. In Walt Disney’s childhood,
electric Christmas lights were becoming more common,
but few could afford them, and real candles were often used
to light the tree. For the more budget-minded in that era,
pinecones would serve to round out the tree decorations.
Today, the observant Guest in the Magic Kingdom will see
many of these traditional decorations, even the not-quitereal popcorn garland, on the Town Square tree. Guests
delight in having Cast Members take their picture in front
of the incredible tree, just as families did a hundred years
ago. A moment in time, festively frozen for posterity.
Christmas parades have been held on the real American
main streets for a century, and the Magic Kingdom has kept
that tradition alive. Both then and now, they wind down the
street, led by the iconic characters of the day, ending with
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old Saint Nick himself. When it comes to snow, which of
course is a rarity in Florida, Main Street U.S.A. still succeeds
in emulating, albeit with a bit of technology, this treasured
tradition. Snow has always been a fickle part of holiday
celebrations (stubbornly refusing to fall exactly when we
want!), and in days of old, the “snow” that fell on old-time
main streets was often white sheets and cotton tufts. To
the millions of park visitors today, the sight of snow falling
on Main Street U.S.A. is not seen as a special effect but as
an emotional connection to the holidays, just as it would
have been for a young Walt Disney on his own main street
in Marceline.
The Magic Kingdom Main Street U.S.A. holiday experience
is both authentic and contemporary, referencing the
past while adding in new soon-to-be traditions, such as
the dazzling Dream Lights of Cinderella Castle. Visitors
young and old have experienced the magic of the holidays,
particularly when strolling down Main Street U.S.A. From
the festive garlands and Mickey-shaped wreaths to the
enormous Christmas tree and falling snow, the holiday
celebrations on Main Street U.S.A. represent our collective
histories, as well as our shared Disney memories.
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4
2013
36

Life-sized carousel horses
Pieces of gingerbread
Pounds of honey

Pints of eggs
100	
Pounds of spices
10	
Pounds of dark chocolate
50	
Pounds of modeling chocolate
50	

200
96
19

Gum paste flowers

Pounds of breadflour

Hidden Mickeys (at least!)

"Fab" characters (Yep, Mickey, Minnie, Donald,
50	
Goofy and Pluto are all in there somewhere!)
Photo © Tim Foster
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Hidden Pluto in
Cinderella Castle
By Tim Foster

One day, I found myself sitting on a bench in the shadow
of Cinderella Castle, leafing through an old photo album,
when I came across this image of a Pluto's doghouse,
formerly located at Mickey's Country House in the longclosed Toontown Fair. Pluto was always one of my favorite
characters, and I always wished he had more of a presence
in the parks. Then again (I realized), even when he did
have a home, he was seldom there, as evidenced by this
photo. A Cast Member happened to notice me looking
wistfully at this old image, and casually mentioned that
there was a Hidden Pluto of sorts right in Cinderella
Castle! "Really? But where?" I inquired. "That," she said,
"is for you to discover!" And so my quest began...

I began my search by pouring through my
old photos, looking for any sort of clue that
might help me. I soon came across a photo
of this whimsical statue, and remembered
that there used to be several small statues
located in the courtyard in front of the
Castle (in addition to the famous "Partners"
statue of Walt Disney and Mickey).
Unfortunately, this statues had long been
relocated as the forecourt was remodeled,
and regardless, I didn't think a statue
qualified as a Hidden Mickey, er, Pluto.
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And so I started to look closely at Cinderella
Castle itself. It was amazing how many
details I suddenly noticed...I was discovering
nuances that I never saw before, despite
having looked upon the castle for decades.
I looked for designs in the stained glass
windows, or odd colorings and arrangements
in the stones, but try as I might, I couldn't
find anything of note. Suddenly, I noticed
these odd gargoyle figurines jutting out
from the towers. Could it be? Alas, upon
closer examination (thanks to a trusty pair
of binoculars), I realized that the gargoyles
were lions, not dogs. As to their meaning,
that was a puzzle I'd sort another day...

I wasn't having much luck outside the Castle,
so I wandered through the breezeway, lest
my quarry was located inside. I came upon the
series of beautiful murals depicting the classic
tale of Cinderella, and I soon noticed many
creatures tucked away in the many tiles. There
were mice and doves and majestic horses, but no
sign of Pluto. I did finally find this handsome dog
staring intently at Cinderella's step-mother and
step-sisters, but of course this wasn't Mickey's
famous pal. I did notice, however, that the tiles
in the cheeks of Anastasia and Drizella were
tinted green and red, symbolizing their jealousy
and envy, but as far as a hidden reference to
the Fab Five, this seemed like a dead end.

I thought I'd take a stroll through nearby
Tomorrowland to clear my head, and it was there
that I saw Pluto himself! He was having a grand
time flying about on the Astro Orbiter, but ran
off long before I could ask him about his hidden
presence in the castle. However, his appearance
here, on the Avenue of the Planets, got me
thinking. Pluto was of course one of the solar
systems' planets (since demoted of course), and
I vaguely recalled hearing something about an
astrological reference on Cinderella Castle. Since
planets figured significantly into astrological lore,
I wondered if that might be the elusive clue that
I was seeking.

I journeyed back to the castle and examined the exterior more
closely. It was then that I suddenly noticed something I had
never picked up on before. The ornate clock face above the
main entrance was adorned with many symbols, the majority
of which were contained in two rings attached to the clock
hands. I once again pulled out my trusty binoculars and focused
on those symbols...and it was then I realized that the large
ring contained all of the symbols of the zodiac! Taurus, Libra,
Pisces, they were all there! And I also noticed an orange sun
at the end of the hour hand. But what about the rest of the
planets? Could they possibly...? YES! It took me a while to
decipher them, but I finally realized that the symbols in the
smaller ring were the astronomical symbols for the planets
themselves! I looked at each symbol in succession...there was
Jupiter, and Saturn, and Neptune, and...there it was!!! I located
the symbol for Pluto (a "P" and an "L" merged together),
and realized I had found it. Well, not quite the Pluto I had
envisioned, but "Pluto" nonetheless! It was destined to be...
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How Well Do You Know
Cinderella Castle?
by Tim Foster

1. How tall is Cinderella Castle?
a. 1 23 feet
b. 189 feet
c. 1 99 feet
d. 2 11 feet
2. H
 ow many turrets does the Castle have?
a. 14
b. 19
c. 21
d. 27
3. T he turrets in the Castle are all numbered.
Which numbers are missing?
a. 2 and 12
b. 13 and 17
c. 1 and 2
d. 9 and 10
4. W hy are they missing?
a. I t was realized that they wouldn’t be able to be
seen from anywhere in the park
b. T hey weren’t completed in time for the park’s
opening
c. T hey took away from the overall look of the
Castle
d. T hey obscured the Castle’s clock
5. W hat year was the Castle transformed into a
giant birthday cake?
a. 1991
b. 1996
c. 1976
d. 2005
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6. H
 ow many candles were used to “decorate” the
giant cake?
a. 20
b. 26
c. 50
d. 1
7. W hich one of these objects is not in one of the
stained-glass windows in the Castle Suite?
a. A castle
b. A key
c. A glass slipper
d. A crown
8. What character "vandalized" the Castle to
celebrate the opening of their attraction?
a. Roz
b. Iago
c. Gaston
d. Stitch
9. W hat color are the numbers on the Castle’s
clock?
a. Black
b. Silver
c. Gold
d. T here are no numbers
10. Approximately how many tiles were used to
create the Castle’s murals in the breezeway?
a. 200,000
b. 300,000
c. 500,000
d. 1,200,000

11. How much water is in the moat surrounding
the Castle?
a. 3 .4 million gallons
b. 5.6 million gallons
c. 1 0.2 million gallons
d. 1 5.6 million gallons
12. H
 ow many elevators are inside the Castle?
a. 1
b. 2
c. 3
d. None
13. A special show called the “Kiss Goodnight”
takes place every evening when the Magic
Kingdom closes. The original recording of the
Magic Kingdom’s dedication speech is played
for all to hear. Who gave the speech?
a. Walt Disney
b. Roy Disney
c. Art Linkletter
d. Walter Cronkite

14. Utilizing special projectors, approximately
how many colors can be projected on the
Castle at night?
a. 256
b. 18,000
c. 512,000
d. 1 6.7 million
15. W hat was the former name of Cinderella's
Royal Table, the restaurant inside Cinderella
Castle?
a. K
 ing Stefan's Banquet Hall
b. C
 inderella’s Ballroom
c. 1 900 Park Fare
d. B
 ibbidi Bobbidi Banquet Hall

Quiz Answers
1. B
2. D
3. B
4. A
5. B

ANSWERS
KIDS KORNER (pages 120-123)

BRAIN BUSTERS
The Emporium

BONUS QUESTION
Minnie Mouse

WHERE AM !?
1. Journey Into Imagination
2. Mickey's PhilharMagic
3. Haunted Mansion
4. Seven Dwarfs Mine Train
5. Carousel of Progress

FIND THE DIFFERENCE

WORD SCRAMBLE
1. SCROOGE MCDUCK
2. MICKEY MOUSE
3. JIMINY CRICKET
4. PETE
5. WILLIE THE GIANT
6. DAISY DUCK
7. MINNIE MOUSE
8. J THADDEUS TOAD

LET IT SNOW
1. T he queue of Frozen Ever After
("Summer Snow Day Celebration"
poster)
2. Expedition Everest
3. Epcot (Holiday decorations)
4. Star Tours
5. Blizzard Beach
6. Living With the Land (Greenhouse
"snow"man)
SNOWFLAKES
Snowflake #7 is the unique one.
#1 and #8 have matching center colors
#2 and #6 are flipped upside down
#3 and #5 are missing their dots
#4 and #9 have bigger star tips on the
top and bottom

1. The catcher is bigger.
2. There is an extra wheel.
3. The pipe is longer.
4. The numbers are gone.
5. The stack is larger.
6. The whistles are missing.
7. There is an extra ribbon.
8. The bell is gone.
9. The window is missing.
10. The plaque is a different color.

6. B
7. D
8. D
9. C
10. B

11. A
12. C
13. B
14. D
15. A
MYSTERY QUEST (pages 124-125)
SECRET SYMBOLS
1. F igment vase optical illusion in the
sight lab
2. "M" in the ImageWorks sign
3. Filament in the pavilion's light bulb
logo
4. Drawing on the Figment Open House
sign
WHERE AM I?
1. S cent "dispenser" in the Smell Lab
(Hold your nose!)
2. Pyramid fountain in the pavilion
courtyard
3. Crayons in Figment's upside-down
house
4. Mural in the reception area of the
queue
5. The slot machine in the Smell Lab
6. Figment's suitcase, seen on a light-up
image in the ImageWorks labs
7. Inside the Dimensions Hall found in
the queue
8. Pad of a Leaping Fountain in the
pavilion courtyard
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On which attractions will you hear
these famous songs?
1. "One Little Spark"
2. "I Just Can't Wait to Be King"
3. "Grim Grinning Ghosts"
4. "Heigh-Ho"
5. "There's A Great Big Beautiful
Tomorrow"
Even though it's Florida, you'll still find some snow
here and there! Can you figure out where these
photos were taken?

1

2

3

4

5

6
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They say no two snowflakes are alike, well we beg to differ! All of
these Frozen snowflakes have a perfect match...except one. Can you
spot the only unique snowflake, and find the four matching pairs?

Answers on page 119
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What is the name of the HUGE souvenir shop
on the left side of Main Street U.S.A.?
Looks like someone tried to open their Magic Kingdom presents
early! Can you find the ten differences in the photos below?

________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________

BONUS QUESTION:
You'll find a statue
of Roy Disney (Walt
Disney's brother) in
the heart of Main
Street U.S.A. Who is
sitting next to him
on the bench?
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Unscramble these Disney characters who appeared in
"Mickey's Christmas Carol."
1. GOERCOS UMCCKD

2. YECIMK SUMEO

3. YINMIJ TIRKECE

4. TEEP

5. LIIWEL HET TANGI

6.SIDYA CUDK

7. IINNEM EMOSU

8. J SHEDUDTA DOTA

How many lights do they put
up at Christmas on Cinderella
Castle? They're so pretty!
-Taylor, age 9, United Kingdom
Bear answers: That's a great question!
They put lots and lot of lights up there...
but thankfully I'm not the one who has
to do it. There are over 200,000 lights
on the Castle...and the cables they're on
can be run back and forth to Epcot more
than six times. That's a lot of wire!
By the way, they also use 40,000
square feet of netting to hold all the
lights in place. If you could stretch that
out it would cover up the entire central
hub in front of the castle.
WOW!!!

Where is the tallest Christmas
tree in Walt Disney World?
-Collin, age 11, Tennessee
Pants answers: Ooooh, trees, my
favorite! There are lots and lots of
tall trees at Disney. The ones in the
Wilderness Lodge and the Grand
Floridian are super huge, and if you
could climb to the top of the tree in
heart of the Magic Kingdom, you'd get a
great view of Main Street U.S.A.!
But the tallest of all the tall trees
in Walt Disney World is over at the
Contemporary Resort. It's so big that
they have to keep it outside! This might
be my favorite tree of all, and why not?
It's a giant 70 feet tall!

The Bear and Pants are here to answer all of your Disney questions! The Bear can answer the tricky
questions, while Pants is here to tell you all about the silly stuff you can find at Walt Disney World!
You can see more of The Bear and Pants in “A Disney Cats’ Life,” coming soon from Celebrations!
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DID YOU KNOW?

• You can see a silhouette of the original Dream Catcher
on the sheet music for “One Little Spark” in the final
scene.

• T he Jumping Fountains use a water property known
as laminar flow. The water rushes out of a smooth
pipe very quickly to give it a glassy, tubular look.

• As you enter the queue, keep your eye out for Weebo,
the personal assistant device from Flubber, Disney’s
1997 remake of The Absent-Minded Professor. Curiously,
Weebo was voiced by Disney Legend Jodi Benson, who
famously provided the voices for Ariel in The Little
Mermaid and Barbie in the Toy Story films!

• 78 out of the 200 special effects patents created for
the original Epcot Center were used in the Journey
Into Imagination ride.
• As you pass by the computer lab, see if you can spot
a pair of red sneakers outside the door. This is a
reference to the 1969 Disney film, The Computer Wore
Tennis Shoes. The film takes place at the fictional
Medfield College, home of Professor Brainard and
his humorous invention, Flubber (as seen in the 1961
classic, The Absent-Minded Professor).

• In the summer of 2006, the upstairs of the Imagination
Pavilion (the original home of the ImageWorks Labs)
was used as the final location of the Kim Possible
interactive adventure. Today, the area is home to a
DVC lounge.

Can you identify these secret symbols?

1
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2

3

4

Can you figure out where these photos were taken?

1

3

2

5
4

6

8

7
Only the best
explorers will
be able to
figure this
one out...

Answers on page 119
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Ten Things You May Not
Know About Mushu
1. In early drafts of the movie, Mulan's companions were
going to be two reptilian creatures, not dragons. As
the story continued to be developed, it was clear that
two sidekicks were too many. The character was then
morphed into a two-headed dragon, although this dragon
would have been green, and rather on the grotesque side.
But even with this change, it was realized that two heads
basically meant two characters, and so to further simplify
things, Mulan’s sidekick became a small dragon…with one
head! And thus, Mushu’s final physical form was created.
2. Simple, right? Well, not exactly. The concept of Mulan
having a dragon companion was actually considered early
on, but was just as quickly rejected since a traditional
large dragon would have figuratively and literally
overshadowed the main character.
3. However, once the creative team learned that Chinese
dragons came in many shapes
and sizes, both large and
small, the idea was brought
back to life. As it turned out, a
diminutive sidekick made a much
better companion for Mulan, and
so Mushu was shrunk down to
the size we know today.
4. 
In seeking out the voice for
Mushu, Disney decided to
recruit top Hollywood
talent, much as they
did when they cast
Robin Williams in the
role of Genie for Aladdin.
Actors such as Joe Pesci
and Richard Dreyfuss were
initially considered, but it ended up being Michael
Eisner who brought up the name Eddie Murphy. Murphy
accepted the role, but initially balked at the prospect
of traveling to the Disney Studios for recording. He
asked if he could instead record his performance
in the comfort of his basement at his Bubble Hill
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mansion in Englewood, New Jersey. This arrangement was
quickly agreed upon, and so Mushu was brought to life!
5. Long before Murphy was cast, the film’s songwriters had
written a song for Mushu to sing, in order to assure Mulan
that he'll be there to help her. However, once Murphy
came on board, the dynamic of the character changed to
that of being more comedic, so the song was written out
of the film.
6. Mushu has the body of a snake, the horns of an elk, the
claws of an eagle, and the face of a camel. He’s pretty tough
too, we see him getting stomped on, getting caught in an
explosion, and (literally) riding out an avalanche!
7. He can also understand other animals, particularly CriKee (Mulan's cricket) and Khan (the horse). According to
the Disney Junior Encyclopedia of Animated Characters,
Mushu is the only one who can understand Cri-Kee's
chirps, so he also serves as Cri-Kee’s translator.
8. Mushu’s favorite foods are Kung Pao
chicken and roasted nuts. Spicy stuff!
Unfortunately, Mushu has to be careful
with liquids…drinking iced water keeps
him from being able to breathe fire.
9. In an early concept of Mulan II, Mushu was
going to have a love interest in the form of
another dragon, who would have served as
either Shang's confidant or as
a family guardian. Curiously,
Eddie Murphy also famously
voiced the character Donkey
in Shrek, in which his love
interest was…a dragon!
10. Mushu once served as your
host in the now-closed Magic
of Disney Animation tour in
Disney’s Hollywood Studios. This
was especially fitting, as Mulan was the
first animated feature to be primarily
produced in the Florida animation
studios.
Keepsake Image: “Merry Christmas to All!" Photo © Mike Billick
Back Cover Photo © John Tamburriello
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Once upon a Christmastime at Christmas
Candy canes and chocolate fill the air
Once upon a Christmastime at Christmas
Sleigh bells say it's time to prepare
It's that very special time
And the magic that you'll find
On that once upon a Christmastime

